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Executive Summary
Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Azerbaijan and Armenia are five countries situated in a strategically important
region in western Asia. The region has become of growing concern not only for the United States
and Russia during the last years, but also for the EU countries. Although the five countries are very
different from one another, they also have a lot in common. All five have sensitive borders.
Moreover, all five countries have in varying degrees become affected by the international fight
against terrorism and by the international struggle to exert control over the extraction of coveted
energy resources. Internally, all the five countries are presently ruled by or have been ruled by more
or less authoritarian regimes (Turkey being presently the most obvious exception) and are subject to
various levels of internal strife and disputes. There are huge differences in the economic potential of
the five countries, but all five have quite large socio-economic disparities between different parts of
the populations that could contribute to future domestic conflicts.
This report makes a basic assessment of the major risks for potential violent conflicts threatening
each of the countries. Even though they are situated next to each other in the same volatile region,
the five countries described in this report do not form a distinct or coherent region separated from
the rest of the region. Consequently, each country will be analysed and summarised individually.
The report briefly describes the major external security threats to each country, and the internal
political, economic and foreign policy development in each country with a focus on the situation
from the autumn 2003 to the autumn 2004. The main focus of the report is on Iran and Iraq,
followed by Turkey, Azerbaijan and Armenia.
The main international focus on Iran during 2003 and 2004 has been on the development of its
nuclear program. A number of Iranian violations and later discovered concealments in its
cooperation with the IAEA have added to the suspicion that Iran is in fact intending to develop a
nuclear weapons capacity. A U.S.-led attack against Iran because of the nuclear program and
alleged Iranian cooperation with international terrorists appear unlikely in a short perspective. So
far, the EU and Russia have opposed transferring the Iranian case to the UN Security Council, but
that position might need to be reconsidered.
In the short perspective, the porous borders to Afghanistan or Iraq have posed the most immediate
external security risks to the Iranian state, in particular the prospects for a potential civil war in Iraq.
Internally, the public protests against the regime and division between the so-called reformists and
conservatives within the ruling elite could be replaced by internal disputes between the different
conservative factions that won the majority of the seats in the parliamentary election in February
2004. The prospects for a major public up-rising against the regime seem not to have increased in
the short perspective despite the lingering discontent. It appears unlikely that there will be any
major changes in either the internal or foreign policy in the near future, although the conservatives
are likely to try to make some efforts to improve the basic living conditions of ordinary citizens that
form the main reason for discontent in Iran.1
Iraq seems likely to be involved in (at least) low-scale conflicts for the foreseeable future and the
U.S.-led international presence also looks likely to have to remain in Iraq for quite a long time
forward. The U.S. Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) tried to correct some of the mistakes it
made during the first phases of the occupation before the handover of power in mid-2004. However,
the violent fighting in Najaf during the summer of 2004 showed that this was too little and too late
to ensure a stable transition to a sovereign Iraq. As long as the United States continues to have the
major responsibility for the security in Iraq, both the transitional and the upcoming permanent Iraqi

1

For examples, see section 2.4 “Economic development”.
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government risks being seen as dependent and consequently illegitimate, even if the UN manages to
arrange reasonably free and fair elections.
The security situation varies between the different parts of Iraq. The prospects for stability in the
future are consequently also better for some regions if the worst-case scenario of a large-scale civil
war can be avoided. Some foreign political relations also have prospects for becoming more
favourable under a new Iraqi government than they were under Saddam Hussein’s regime.
However, for the time being, all Iraq’s neighbours are understandably concerned about the present
unrest in Iraq and all neighbours officially want the U.S. military presence to leave Iraq as soon as
possible, which is unlikely to happen in the near future. Furthermore, most Iraqi groups regard the
potential foreign political agendas of the neighbouring countries vis-à-vis Iraq with great suspicion.
Moreover, Iraq is going to need international support to alleviate the worst economic problems for
many years to come.
Turkey’s security situation has been strongly affected by the war in Iraq. However, in mid-summer
2004, some of the security concerns seemed at least partly to have abated. In particular, the relations
with the Kurdish area in northern Iraq have at least temporarily improved and so have Turkey’s
relations with many of its Muslim neighbours that share the same concerns as Turkey about the
future in Iraq. Turkey has also managed to re-establish good relations with the United States and a
more favourable relation with the EU in connection with the Cyprus issue. However, the terrorist
attacks in Istanbul in November 2003 indicate that Turkey’s role as a democratic and secular
Muslim state makes it a legitimate target in the eyes of some groups and that the war in Iraq
continues to present a threat to Turkey that is not only connected to the status of the Kurdish areas.
Apart from the terrorist bombings, the Turkish internal political situation has remained quite calm
during 2003 and 2004. The improved economy has strengthened the position of the ruling AKP
party and Prime Minister Erdogan, but suspicions remain high against the long-term political
agenda of the AKP among certain groups, including the Turkish army.
For both Azerbaijan and Armenia, a re-ignition of the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute constitutes the
worst external security threat that would also risk involving a number of other countries in the
region, including Russia and Turkey. However, although it can not be excluded, the risk for such a
conflict appears relatively low in the short perspective. At the same time, a solution to the conflict
looks as distant as ever since the negotiations remain blocked and the prospects for resuming them
seem to have decreased. Both Azerbaijan and Armenia have held widely disputed and criticised
elections in 2003 and the weak positions of the incumbent regimes are likely to make them hesitant
to get involved in sensitive negotiations about Nagorno-Karabakh.
Azerbaijani President Ilham Aliev, who succeeded his father as president after the demise of the
latter, risks being challenged by both the opposition and members within the ruling elite. Moreover,
he will have to balance carefully between Azerbaijan’s foreign policy priorities. For the time being,
Aliev seems to have managed to maintain good relations with Russia, the United States and Turkey
and there have even been signs of improved relations with Iran, despite the fact that the dispute
about the division of the Caspian Sea appears blocked.
In Armenia, large-scale protests have been organised against President Robert Kocharian during the
spring 2004 and the brutal government crack-down on the protesters seems not to have broken the
resolve of the opposition although it lacks major public support. Since the economic disparities
have continued to grow between the ruling elite and the majority of people in Armenia, the
discontent and consequent prospects for intensified internal strife can also be expected to grow.
Armenia’s security relations with Russia remain strong, but Armenia has so far also been able to
6
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and Azerbaijan are likely to remain closed in the short perspective.
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1

Introduction

Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Azerbaijan and Armenia are five countries in a conflict-prone part of western
Asia that has been brought further into focus by both Russia and the United States in recent years,
especially in connection with the escalated war on terrorism. Moreover, they are situated in a region
not far from the borders of the European Union. Even if the level of security challenges and risk for
conflicts vary between the five countries, many of the security problems and conflict risks facing
the countries are interconnected.
All five countries have highly sensitive borders, both with each other and with other neighbouring
countries. They lie in a region that – as was mentioned above – has become of great interest for the
great powers, partly because of the war on terrorism and the energy resources present in the region.
Although not all the countries are directly exposed to the threat of terrorism or have terrorist groups
operating on their territories, all are nevertheless very much affected by this threat. Similarly, both
Turkey and Armenia are for different reasons strongly affected by the struggle to gain access to and
control the coveted energy resources, even though they do not have access to much energy
resources themselves.
All countries are challenged internally – as well as externally – because of problems with their
democratic deficit and lack of openness, which could potentially lead to internal conflicts, although
some cases are far more problematic than others. Although the extent of the economic problems
varies between the different countries, all countries also have reason to fear future conflicts because
of strained economies and great socio-economic discrepancies within each country.
The Iranian regime has been under severe pressure throughout the years 2003 and 2004, originating
both from internal and external sources. The alleged Iranian development of nuclear weapons and
assistance to terrorists threatening the United States and its allies have pushed Iran even higher up
on the American agenda in 2003 and a number of other countries apparently share the U.S. concern.
The Iranian president has promised that Iran will not interfere in the post-war development in Iraq,
but there are nevertheless concerns that various Iranian groups with different agendas are causing
problems in Iraq. At the same time, the widespread discontent among the Iranian population over
the lack of fulfilment of promised reforms brought about the worst anti-government protests in five
years during the summer 2003.
Even if U.S. President George W. Bush declared the war in Iraq over as early as in May 2003, most
observers predict that Iraq will remain unstable for a long time ahead. The situation has grown so
precarious that the United States decided to speed up the transfer of the real power in Iraq to the
Iraqis themselves. Furthermore, the constant attacks by an invisible enemy have hampered the
efforts to rebuild Iraq after the war, creating even worse prospects for stability even in the longer
perspective. The growing discontent resulting from a combination of lack of security and socioeconomic hardship will make it very difficult for any kind of governing power to win the trust of
the Iraqi people. Consequently, the risk for escalated internal conflict is likely to remain high over
the foreseeable future.
Turkey is closely affected by the development of the situations in Iran and Iraq, as well as by the
development in Azerbaijan and Armenia and the relationship between the latter two countries. The
moderately Islamic Justice and Development Party (AKP) has emphasised its desire to strengthen
ties with Europe and join the European Union and has launched a large number of political and
economic reforms. At the same time it strives towards developing a constructive foreign policy
towards its regional neighbours. However, the EU has only given its go-ahead for open-ended
negotiations without guarantees of a subsequent Turkish membership. Moreover, the explosions in
9

Istanbul in November 2003 showed that Turkey is not only subject to terrorist threats from militant
Turkish Kurds, but also a target for radical Sunni Islamic movements like al-Qaeda.
Azerbaijan’s security related agenda has been preoccupied with the unsolved conflict with Armenia
over the Nagorno-Karabakh enclave that has contributed to a loss of even more Azerbaijani territory
and a large number of refugees and internally displaced persons. Azerbaijan is also concerned with
the implementation of the Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan (BTC) pipeline project after the Iraq war and the
dispute on how to divide the Caspian Sea, with Iran as one of the major protagonists. In the summer
2003 the aged president finally decided to step down and was replaced during the autumn by his son
in highly disputed elections. Ilham Aliev has declared his intent to implement Western-oriented
political and economic reforms, but lacks his father’s political experience and it still remains to be
seen whether he will gain the political and public support he needs to carry such reforms through.2
Armenian leaders have been at least as preoccupied with the conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh as
their Azerbaijani counterparts, which has become even more emphasised as Armenia’s main ally –
Russia – has been developing its contacts with Baku. So far, Armenia has been able to maintain
relatively good relations with both the United States and Iran in addition to its close relations with
Russia. Like its two neighbours in the South Caucasus, Armenia has held disputed parliamentary
elections in 2003 and the regime-shift that took place in Georgia in 2003 has been a cause for
concern also for the Armenian leadership.
1.1

Purpose

The purpose of this report is to give a general picture of the security and political situation in the
five countries Iran, Iraq, Turkey, Azerbaijan and Armenia and an assessment of the major risks for
potential conflicts facing each country. As was described in the introduction, the five countries form
a conflict prone arch in western Asia with many of its security and political problems
interconnected, which constitutes one reason for analysing them together. The region has
consequently become of growing concern for the international community and the great powers,
including the United Nations, the United States, NATO, EU and Russia. The development in the
region affects future security structures (for example NATO in the case of Iraq); international
cooperation (for example the United Nations in the cases of Iraq and Iran or EU in the cases of
Nagorno-Karabakh and Turkey) as well as trade (several EU members including Sweden in for
example the case of Iran).
The five countries are situated in a region in close geographic proximity to the borders of the EU. A
new or (in the case of Iraq) intensified conflict in one or more of these countries is consequently
likely to concern and probably involve EU or a number of EU countries, including Sweden. Even if
neither the EU nor Sweden becomes directly involved in such a conflict, it would nevertheless
affect the relations with both the EU countries and other important countries/organisations that are
bound to get involved. Furthermore, any conflict in one or more of the five countries that risks
involving the UN, EU or NATO is likely to indirectly affect Sweden. Even if Sweden does not
become directly involved, such a conflict scenario could raise international demands that Sweden
takes more responsibility for helping to solve conflicts in other countries.
Since most of the risks for violent conflicts described in this report are unlikely to be removed in the
near future, the region in which these five countries are situated will remain of concern for the
above-mentioned actors within the international community for the foreseeable future.
2

Compare with ICG (2004) Azerbaijan: Turning over a New Leaf?, ICG Europe Report No.156, Baku/Brussels, 13
May, downloaded from the Internet 17 May 2004 on http: www.crisisweb.org// library/ documents/ europe/ caucasus/
156_azerbaijan_ turning_ over_ a_new_ leaf.pdf, pp.31-32 and “Asia - Azerbaijan” (2004) Jane’s Intelligence Review,
19 May.
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Consequently, Sweden should also continue to pay close attention to the development in the five
countries described in this report in order to be able to form its own opinion on how these risks
ought to be met by the international community.
Another reason why the report focuses on these five particular countries is of a more practical
nature. The study behind this report was made within an internal competence-building project at the
Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI) aimed at strengthening the Asia project. The five
countries included in the report are countries that have not been studied at the Division for Defence
Analysis at FOI from a general security and political perspective covering both internal and external
risks for potential conflicts for some years. This separates them from, for example, the third country
in South Caucasus, namely Georgia, that has been studied in a separate report in 2001 as well as in
connection with Russian-focused studies because of the Georgian proximity to the war in
Chechnya.
1.2

Outline

The report will start each chapter with a description of the “hard” security situation facing the five
respective countries, with a focus on potential external security threats to the national security and
the role of the major powers in relation to the countries. This will be followed by a description of
the internal political situation and the economic situation for each country and the potential for
violent conflicts stemming from internal or economic problems. Finally, the chapters on each
country will describe the foreign political relations of the five countries with a focus on the relations
with the countries in each country’s neighbouring region. The report consequently focus on
traditional external and internal security threats that can lead to violent conflicts between states or
groups of people, but does not look at risks posed by for example environmental disasters.
Each chapter will end with a summary and conclusions on the prospects for stability or instability
facing the five respective countries. Since the five countries studied in this report do not form a
coherent region that is clearly separated from the other surrounding countries, the report does not
include a chapter with aggregated conclusions for all the five countries.
The report will focus on the security and political situation in the five countries, primarily focusing
on the period between the autumn 2003 to the autumn 2004. Because of the different level of
security threats facing the five countries at this time, the main emphasis will be on Iran, closely
followed by Iraq, and then Turkey, Azerbaijan and Armenia in that receding order. This emphasis is
based on the following observations. If Iran would obtain nuclear weapons status and if the United
States decided to act against Iran, this could likely provoke the most explosive situation compared
with potential conflicts involving the other four countries. Iraq is the most unstable country of the
five described in the report at the time of writing and is likely to remain conflict-prone for the
foreseeable future.
Turkey’s involvement in a conflict in either Iraq or Azerbaijan would have serious consequences for
security on the borders of Europe. By contrast, if such a worst case situation is avoided, how Turkey
develops politically will be of great importance for the stability of all countries in the Greater
Middle Eastern or west-Asian region. Finally, a heightened conflict between Azerbaijan and
Armenia would not only involve Turkey and possibly Iran, but would be likely to at least intensify
the relations between Russia and Armenia. However, because of its energy resources, the fact that it
is a Shia Muslim state and because of its geographic position by the Caspian Sea and between
Russia and Iran, Azerbaijan is of much greater geo-strategic importance in its own right than
Armenia is.
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1.3

Material

Since the events described in this report had taken place within a relatively short period of time
from the time the report was written, the sources included in this report are mainly in the form of
shorter articles and Internet reports. The information coming from the region is often uncertain and
quite often contradictory, which means that a large number of sources have to be used and
compared with each other. In the cases when it has been possible, oral and other sources from
people with good insight in the region have been used to confirm the information in the report (even
though they are not always included among the references).
Some of the most frequently used sources in this report include articles and reports from Central
Asia – Caucasus Analyst (CACI), Council on Foreign Relations (CFR), Eurasianet, International
Crisis Group (ICG), Power and Interest News Report (PINR) and Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty
(RFE/RL). CACI was founded at the School of Advanced International Studies at the John Hopkins
University in Washington D.C. in 1996 and provides impartial and comprehensive research on the
Caucasus, Central Asia and the Caspian Region. The CFR is an old independent New York-based
membership organisation focusing on U.S. foreign policy issues and publish the journal Foreign
Affairs. Eurasianet is operated by the Central Eurasia Project of the Open Society Institute and
provides information and analysis mainly on the Caucasus and Central Asia, but also on the Middle
East including Iran.
The ICG is an independent multinational organisation working primarily through field based
analysis on five continents. It produces regular analytical reports also containing practical
recommendations to international policy makers with the aim to prevent and resolve violent
conflict. PINR is an independent U.S.-based organisation focusing on conflict analysis in
international relations across the world. RFE/RL is a private, international communication service
to Eastern and Southeastern Europe, Russia, the Caucasus, Central and Southestern Asia funded by
the U.S. government. It aims to provide balanced information about these areas in order to promote
democratic development and market economies.
1.4

Definitions

The report separates between the expressions Islamic and Islamist. Islamic is used in this report to
refer to something related to the religion Islam in general. Islamist, by contrast, is used to denote
something or someone promoting an establishment of a society based on Islam and ruled by Islamic
law, sharia, often but not necessarily through violent means.
1.5

Acknowledgements
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information and comments during the process of writing this report. In particular, the author wants
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1.6

List of Abbreviations

AKP
BTC
CIS
CPA
EU
FOI
GDP

Justice and Development Party
Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan
Commonwealth of Independent States
Coalition Provisional Authority
European Union
Swedish Defence Research Agency
Gross Domestic Product
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IAEA
IGC
IRGC
KDP
MGK
MP
NATO
NPT
OSCE
PKK
PUK
SCIRI
SOCAR
UN
U.S.

International Atomic Energy Agency
Interim Governing Council
Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
Kurdish Democratic Party
National Security Council
Member of Parliament
North Atlantic Treaty Organisation
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty
Organisation for Security and Cooperation in Europe
Kurdistan Worker's Party
Patriotic Union of Kurdistan
Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq
State Oil Company of the Azerbaijan Republic
United Nations
United States
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Iran

Population: 68,278,826 (July 2003 estimate)3
Major ethnic groups: Persians 51%, Azeris 24%, Gilakis and Mazandaranis 8%, Kurds 7%, Arabs
3%, Balochs 2%, Turkmens 2%4
Border countries: Iraq 1,458 km, Turkmenistan 992 km, Afghanistan 936 km, Pakistan 909 km,
Turkey 499 km, Azerbaijan-proper 432 km, Azerbaijan-Naxcivan exclave 179km, Armenia 35km5
Supreme leader: Ayatollah Ali Hoseini-Khamenei; President: Ali Mohammad Khatami-Ardakani
GDP per capita: purchasing power parity - $7,000 (2002 estimate)6
Armed forces: 540,000 (estimate)7
2.1

Introduction

The Islamic Iranian regime came under increasing pressure during the year 2003, internally as well
as externally. During more than a week in the summer 2003, the Iranian regime was subject to the
most intense protests since 1999, when large student demonstrations were held that escalated into
riots and subsequently were put down by the regime. The protests died down after a couple of
weeks, but the discontent resulting from the continued lack of reforms and socio-economic hardship
has hardly diminished.8
The lack of public protests in connection with the Guardian Council’s decision to ban a number of
reformist politicians from taking part in the parliamentary election in February 2004 could be seen
as a further sign of the general political apathy among the Iranian people outside the established
political elite. Many Iranians are reported to have lost faith in all politicians, reformists as well as
conservatives, and neither the reformist student groups nor the other political activists initially
demonstrated much overt support for the banned reformist politicians.9
Representatives of the Iranian regime and state media blamed foreign forces for instigating the
protests during the summer of 2003, in particular U.S. officials and American media. The U.S.based Iranian opposition media encouraged people to join the demonstrating students and U.S.
officials voiced support for the reformists. However, the initiative for the protests appears to have
come from the reformist students within Iran who constituted the major part of the demonstrators
and the United States has denied giving any direct support to the regime critics.10 The Iranian
suspicion is hardly surprising, however. Over the two years preceding these protests, the United
States has fought wars that have helped replace the leaders in two of Iran’s neighbouring countries,
Afghanistan and Iraq.
3

CIA (2003) The World Factbook. Iran. (online), downloaded from the Internet 3 September 2003 from http://
www.cia.gov / cia / publications / factbook / print / ir.html.
4
Ibid.
5
Ibid.
6
Ibid.
7
The International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS) (2004) The Military Balance 2004/2005, London, Oxford
University Press, p.124.
8
Compare for example with Recknagel, Charles (2003) “Iran: Protests Highlight Reformist Students’ Frustration with
Khatami”, RFE/RL Weekday Magazine, 17 June, downloaded from the Internet 18 August 2003 on http://
www.rferl.org/ nca/ features/ 2003/ 06/ 17062003155935.asp.
9
Compare for example with Esfandiari, Golnaz (2004) “Reformist Deputies Continue Sit-In Protest at Parliament”,
RFE/RL Feature Article, 14 January, downloaded from the Internet 15 January 2004 on http:// www.rferl.org.
10
Compare for example with “Tehran Blames Everything on U.S.” (2003) RFE/RL Iran Report, Vol.6, No.32, 4
August, downloaded from the Internet 17 June 2003 on http://www.rferl.org/iran-report/index.html and Recknagel,
Charles (2003) “Iran: Students Clash with Police in Continuing Anti-Government Protests”, RFE/RL Weekday
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Moreover, the United States has branded Iran as part of the “axis of evil” together with North Korea
and Saddam Hussein’s Iraq. The United States has accused Iran of being in the late stages of
developing nuclear weapons, in addition to other weapons of mass destruction, as well as
harbouring international terrorists. The intense international pressure over Iran’s nuclear program –
not only from the United States, but also from important economic partners to Iran like the EU and
Russia – temporarily abated somewhat after Iran’s decision to sign the additional protocol to the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty (NPT). However, as has been shown by subsequent events, this
certainly did not mean that the issue was erased from the international agenda. The international
community has continued to closely monitor Iran’s cooperation with the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA). Furthermore, in particular the EU and Russia have continued intense
negotiations with Iran concerning the nuclear program.11
Concerning the developments in Afghanistan and Iraq, the Iranian regime hopes to develop better
long-term contacts with the new regimes in these two countries than it had with the preceding
regimes. The unstable situation in Afghanistan and Iraq is a source of great concern for the Iranian
political leadership, and so is the continued U.S. influence and military presence in Iran’s
neighbouring countries to the east and west that seems likely to remain quite strong over the
foreseeable future. Apart from these two obvious sources of instability, Iran generally lacks other
strong and dependable allies in its immediate vicinity and its relations with most of its neighbours
can consequently be characterised as rather tense.12
The United States maintains a strong military presence in Kuwait and several other countries in the
Gulf region, as well as a strong military cooperation with Israel. Furthermore, the United States
cooperates also with several other countries in Iran’s immediate vicinity. To the north of Iran, both
Georgia and Azerbaijan have new pro-Western regimes interested in strengthening military
cooperation with the United States and even Armenia is interested in closer cooperation with NATO
within the Partnership for Peace framework. Turkey’s relation with the United States has been
strengthened again and the U.S. has stepped up its military cooperation with Pakistan to the southeast of Iran.
With the strong U.S. military presence in Afghanistan and Iraq, Iran consequently experiences a
situation of acute encirclement by countries with U.S. troops or military cooperation with the
United States. This does not only increase the level of anti-U.S. rhetoric from Iranian
representatives, but is also likely to make Iran less able to use the opportunities that do exist to
establish new and economically beneficent relations with surrounding countries in the region.
Regarding the close region, Iran will thus probably continue to put short-term security
considerations before long-term economic ones in the foreseeable future.13 Furthermore, it will
increase Iranian incentives to develop its nuclear capacity and has made it even less likely to accept
compromises in the nuclear sphere.
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2.2

Security Development

From one perspective, Iran’s security situation appears to have been strengthened during the last
couple of years. Primarily, Saddam Hussein’s regime no longer forms a threat to Iran and Iran has
better relations with Hamid Karzai’s regime than it had with the Taliban. Furthermore, despite the
strong international pressure over Iran’s nuclear program and U.S. accusations that Iran is
supporting and protecting terrorists, including members of al-Qaida, any immediate and large-scale
military threats against Iran appear unlikely in the short perspective.
From another perspective, Iran has become surrounded by an American military presence that
appears likely to remain uncomfortably close to the Iranian borders during the foreseeable future.
The Iranian regime wants these forces removed as soon as possible but is simultaneously interested
in avoiding chaos in both Afghanistan and Iraq. For example, Iran has cooperated with the new
U.S.-supported regimes in both Afghanistan and Iraq in order to avoid immediate disruption that
could threaten the Iranian borders and has had limited cooperation concerning these two countries
even with the United States.14
At the same time, Iran has supported alternative power factions in both countries in order to ensure
that the United States and its current Iraqi and Afghan allies do not gain too strong long-term
influence. This dilemma of choosing between short-term and long-term priorities consequently
creates a sort of behaviour that seems contradictory on the surface, but which is ultimately intended
to protect Iran’s own interests and security.15
The tension over Iran’s nuclear program subsided somewhat after Iran finally agreed to sign the
additional protocol to the NPT and temporarily suspended its uranium enrichment program.16
However, Iran’s nuclear program remains a highly sensitive issue on the international securityrelated agenda, which has become evident during subsequent developments throughout 2004. Iran
signed the additional protocol in December 2003 after a deal made between Iran and the so-called
EU troika – the United Kingdom, France and Germany – in October 2003. The agreement was
hailed as a major breakthrough for the European policy of “constructive engagement” with Iran.
According to the protocol, Iran is obliged to provide full information to the IAEA on all its nuclear
related activities and to open up to comprehensive inspections on short-term notice of all nuclear
related facilities.17
This protocol has been seen as the best safeguard to ensure that a country does not develop a
nuclear weapons capability. However, according to several experts, it would be possible for Iran to
continue to work on developing its alleged nuclear weapons program on a small scale even under
the additional protocol. The IAEA head, Mohammad el-Baradei, warned in October 2003 that if a
14
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country has access to enrichment, reprocessing and power reactor programs, not even monitoring
according to the conditions provided by the additional protocol could prevent a country from
developing nuclear weapons.18 At a time when Iran’s nuclear weapons capacity has advanced far
enough, Iran could subsequently withdraw from the NPT altogether and build nuclear weapons
under a very limited amount of time, just as North Korea is suspected to have done.
In mid-summer 2004, the protocol had not even been submitted to the Iranian parliament for
ratification yet. In March 2004, Iran said that it would act as if the protocol was in force, but there
have been concerns that if the government waited until the incoming conservative-dominated
parliament took over on 27 may, the ratification of the protocol could be postponed for a long
time.19 These fears seemed subsequently to become confirmed during the autumn 2004. Reportedly,
conservative members of the parliamentary commission on national security and foreign affairs
were working on a bill to force the government to resume uranium enrichment and opposed the
ratification of the additional protocol.20
The general Iranian tendency to delay each requested step in its cooperation with the IAEA and
only provide the information specifically asked for and agreed upon has also continued. Since the
autumn 2003, several pieces of evidence have surfaced on Iranian nuclear related activities that Iran
has neglected to report to the IAEA. Each time, Iran has reacted to the international criticism by
making renewed promises of full cooperation with the IAEA, while simultaneously fiercely
defending its right to develop what it claims is a peaceful program for nuclear power production.21
The United States has just as insistently demanded that Iran prove in action – not only by verbal
promises – that it is not pursuing a clandestine nuclear weapons program. Although this has been
the most sensitive issue in U.S. interactions with Iran during the autumn 2003 and spring 2004, the
U.S. accusations that Iran is supporting international terrorists have also intensified, in particular in
connection with the unrest in Iraq. However, unlike the case of Iranian support to the Lebanese
Shiite terrorist group Hizbollah and the Palestinian movements Hamas and Palestinian Islamic
Jihad, the U.S. has not been able to present any hard evidence that Iran is providing any direct
support to al-Qaeda or groups affiliated with al-Qaeda.22
It appears unlikely that the United States would initiate any large-scale attack against Iran in the
near future, especially considering the thinly stretched American military resources and ongoing
unrest in Afghanistan and Iraq. Nevertheless, the Iranian regime can probably not totally exclude
such a possibility as long as the Bush regime maintains power in Washington. The likelihood would
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increase further in the event that the United States finds more explicit proof of an Iranian nuclear
weapons program or direct involvement in a terrorist attack that threatens American interests.
Moreover, an Iranian regime change has been a wanted scenario on the American agenda ever since
the Iranian revolution and the United States can be expected to at least indirectly encourage an
Iranian counter-revolution that could lead to a less anti-American government in Tehran.
While these scenarios still remain a more distant possibility, the chances that the United States
would manage to persuade the IAEA Board that the case of Iran’s nuclear program must be referred
to the United Nations’ Security Council is also a highly threatening scenario to the Iranian regime.
Most of the Iranian leaders seem well aware of widespread dislike and distrust for the theocratic
regime among – in particular – the huge number of young and often unemployed Iranians.
Consequently, the prospects for widespread sanctions that could worsen the Iranian economy even
further must appear as an almost equal existential threat to the theocratic regime as a military attack.
So far, Iran’s major trading partners, like the EU, Russia and Japan, have opposed transferring the
Iranian case to the UN. However, there have been growing concerns and frustrations over Iran’s
lack of cooperation with the IAEA also among these countries. Apart from a strong interest in
promoting stronger trading ties with Iran, neither the EU nor Russia wants Iran to become a nuclear
power close to their own borders. At the same time, both the EU and Russia are anxious to avoid a
war or general unrest in Iran precisely because it is a populous and militarily relatively strong
country in their close geographic proximity.23
This put Russia and the EU in a different position from both the United States and Japan (which
should not be interpreted as if the latter had a coordinated position concerning Iran). From this
perspective, Japan’s decision to sign a major energy deal with Iran just a day ahead of the disputed
parliamentary election in February 2004 was a particularly painful backlash for the U.S. attempts to
isolate Iran economically.24 The EU has emphasised the promotion of democracy and human rights
in regard to Iran and expressed sharp criticism of the February 2004 election. However, the Spanish
Foreign Minister said as late as after the parliamentary elections that the EU would maintain their
policy of constructive engagement with Iran.25
The only noticeable short–term consequence was that the trade agreement between the EU and Iran
that had been put on ice also because of the differences over Iran’s nuclear program became even
less likely to be concluded in the near future.26 Keeping a constructive dialogue with Iran is
probably the only possible strategy in order to promote some level of internal reforms in the longer
perspective. However, the proofs of undeclared Iranian nuclear related activities that have kept
surfacing in 2003 and 2004 and, in particular, the Iranian declaration that they would set up a
uranium enrichment plant despite the promises they made in October 2003 to suspend uranium
enrichment contributed to make that position more difficult to maintain. That has been especially
true for Britain, France and Germany.
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Ahead of an IAEA board meeting in late November 2004 that could have lead to recommendations
about UN sanctions, Iran concluded a new agreement with the EU troika to at least temporarily
suspend its uranium enrichment process. This has paved the way for renewed negotiations between
in Iran and the EU countries on trade in general and the transfer of nuclear civilian technology, in
particular. At the same time, information has surfaced on a possible clandestine Iranian military
nuclear program that the IAEA has not had any access to monitoring and the USA has said that it
will not accept anything else than a total Iranian termination of nuclear enrichment.27 The debate on
how to deal with the Iranian nuclear program will consequently continue. Unless Iran keeps its new
pledges of full cooperation with the IAEA, the EU countries may have to seriously consider a new
approach to Iran, including the possibility of UN sanctions.
Maintaining good relations with Iran is even more important to Russia, both from a security and an
economic perspective. Russia’s contract with Iran for constructing the light-water reactor in
Bushehr is economically important and Russia hopes that it will lead to even more lucrative trade
contracts in the future. Furthermore, Iran has become an increasingly important market for the
Russian weapons export since Vladimir Putin became president. At the same time, the Bushehr
contract is highly controversial since it might potentially provide Iran with ample amounts of the
fissile material it is currently believed to lack in order to be able to build a nuclear bomb. In order to
prevent that Iran gains the possibility to reprocess the spent fuel from the reactor into plutonium,
Russia has demanded that Iran return all the spent fuel to Russia.28
According to Russian authorities, the signing of the protocol on returning the spent fuel to Russia
had been delayed because of financial reasons in mid-spring 2004, but was soon to be completed.29
That the delay results from unresolved financial issues is not surprising given the reports that Russia
earlier had offered to pay for having the spent fuel sent back to Russia. Since a country that uses
commercial nuclear power plants normally has a strong interest in sending such material elsewhere,
this is one more factor that adds to a now quite long list of indications that Iran might be intending
to develop a nuclear weapons capacity.30
Bushehr consequently provides Iran with an option to go a long way towards gaining a nuclear
weapons capacity without violating NPT. If the construction of Bushehr goes according to the plan,
some experts predict that this could give Iran the capacity to produce about a dozen of warheads in
a couple of years time.31 The United States is unlikely to take any chances that Iran’s intentions are
peaceful depending on a number of factors. Among the most important are Iran’s previous history
of concealing different parts of its nuclear program and Iranian hostility towards the United States
and Israel. An additional and very important factor in combination with the other two is the
American nightmare scenario that a potential Iranian nuclear bomb might fall into the hands of a
terrorist organisation. Unless Iran can prove its innocence in relation to these charges, not only Iran,
but also countries like the EU member states, Russia and China can expect stronger American
pressure in order to apply tougher measures vis-à-vis Iran.
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In the short run, however, the volatile situation in Iraq constitutes the most immediate external
threat to Iran. Even if Iran can avoid being involved in direct fighting in Iraq, its borders appear
likely to remain vulnerable to penetrations by, for example, drug smugglers and terrorists from both
Iraq and Afghanistan. The prospects for new allegations that Iran has allowed members of terrorist
organisations to cross its border are consequently strong, regardless of whether they are true or not,
and so are the accusations that Iran is “meddling” in the developments of both countries.
2.3

Internal Politics

The internal political tensions within the Iranian regime grew alongside the external pressure in
2003, although primarily for different reasons. It should be kept in mind that Iran’s Islamic
Republic was formed as late as after the revolution in 1979 that threw down the U.S.-supported rule
of the shah and is consequently a quite young political entity. It is also a unique political
experiment, with a combination of a Shiite Muslim theocracy and a quasi-democratic structure that
has created tensions. These grew in particular after Ayatollah Ali Khamenei replaced the Grand
Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini as the country’s Supreme Leader after the latter’s death in 1989.
Khomeini was an uncontested religious leader for millions of Iranian Shiites and had a large
number of followers also outside the Iranian borders. Khamenei does not only lack Khomeini’s
charisma and authority as a political leader, but also Khomeini’s qualifications as a theological
scholar.32
The fact that Khamenei cannot present himself as both the highest political and religious authority
in Iran in combination with the experimental status of the Iranian political structure has made
internal political tensions more or less unavoidable. Many political observers have been surprised
that the Iranian Islamic republic has survived as long as past its 25-years anniversary – that was
held in the middle of the pre-election crisis on 11 February 2004 – given these built-in political
tensions and the continued internal power struggles throughout its existence.33 However, during the
year 2003 and in early 2004, the internal political tensions seem to have increased even further. On
the political level, the battle between the reformist and the conservative political factions ahead of
the parliamentary elections in early 2004 was perhaps the worst crisis in the history of the Iranian
Islamic republic.34
In terms of internal public pressure against the regime, the student-led protests during the summer
2003 were the most visible signs of opposition towards the entire political elite, at least since 1999.
During the major student protests in 1999, President Mohammad Khatami still maintained quite
substantial support from the reformist students that make up the main part of the open opposition
against the conservative rulers in Iran. In 2001, Khatami was re-elected as president in Iran with as
much as 77 per cent of the votes – seven per cent more than he received when he was first elected in
1997. Despite the high number of votes in support of the incumbent, the lower number of
participants in the 2001 elections indicates that part of the population had already begun to loose
confidence in Khatami’s ability to carry out proper reforms.35
The high number of votes for Khatami in 2001 should thus be interpreted as a clear mandate for
continued work towards reforms in Iran, rather than as a sign of trust in Khatami’s ability to deliver
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such reforms. Khatami was the only reformist candidate who was allowed to participate in the
election by the Council of Guardians, a watchdog group that vets candidates for public office as
well as the parliamentary legislation in Iran.36 The continued lack of reforms despite this strong
mandate explains the growing frustration among the Iranian population. It also explains the
student’s demand for President Khatami’s resignation during the protests in 2003 – at least unless
he was able to stop the attacks against them – alongside the more expected harsh protests against
the conservative clerical establishment.37
The reason for the lack of reforms and consequently also for the lost faith in the reformers by
Iranians who earlier thought that reforms were possible, is closely connected to the complex power
structure in Iran.38 The president, who is elected in general elections, is responsible for the daily
running of the country as the chief executive. However, the general guidelines for both domestic
and foreign policy are determined by the Supreme Leader, who monitors the running of the state
through a system of clerical commissars who are spread over the country. Moreover, as the prime
representative of Khomeini’s principle of velayat-e faqih (rule of the jurisprudent), the Supreme
Leader is the highest political authority in Iran and can consequently overrule the president,
although he rarely intervenes in the daily affairs of the executive.39
For the system to function, the office of the president and the office of the Supreme Leader need to
cooperate with each other. There have been quite substantial differences between both the current
and the former presidents, on the one hand, and the Supreme Leaders, on the other. Nevertheless,
the two offices have still managed to cooperate tolerably well in the past in order to uphold the
stability of the Iranian Islamic system of which they are both a part and product.40 However,
although not threatening the system in itself, there have definitely been differences in opinion
between the two respective offices, which have resulted in recurring phases of tensions.41
Another example of the friction that has occurred between the democratically elected part of the
Iranian Islamic regime and the unelected theocratic part can be found in the frequent clashes of
interest between the parliament and the Guardians Council. Like the president, the parliament is
elected in general elections. After the 2000 parliamentary elections, pro-reform and moderate forces
gained a majority of the seats. Despite this victory, most of the pro-reform bills passed by the
parliament have been rejected by the conservative Guardians Council that is authorised to vet
legislation on the basis of its conformity with Islamic law and the constitution.
Most of the so-called reformists have earlier supported Khatami’s moderate presidency. Lately,
however, a number of reformists have reportedly become increasingly disappointed by what they
perceive as the president’s reluctance or at least inefficiency in trying to persuade the Supreme
Leader to endorse parts of the reformist agenda. They are also frustrated with his inability to
36
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influence the Supreme Leader to prevent the Guardians Council or the judiciary from blocking most
attempts to reform the Islamic republic. The disappointment in Khatami from the more outspoken
parliamentarian reformists was made evident also in connection with the Guardians Council’s
decision to disqualify the most prominent reformists from taking part in the parliamentary elections
in February 2004. Some reformers felt that Khatami could have pressed harder for a reversal of the
disqualifications.42
Moreover, even though the student protests were not as strong in 2003 as in 1999, the demands on
President Khatami continued even after the protests had abated. For example, pro-reform
parliamentary forces that have normally been allies with Khatami put pressure on the president to
criticize the massive arrests that are reported to have taken place in connection with the summer
protests.43 The Iranian regime originally tried to diminish the size of these demonstrations.
However, information has later spread that protests took place in several places around Iran –
primarily in the university cities – and the Iranian public prosecutor later reported that as many as
4,000 people were arrested in connection with the protests that started on 10 June 2003.44
The protests thus seem to have been rather extensive and it is apparent that the frustration with
Khatami’s hesitant approach, or inability, to enforcing reforms has grown quite strong among at
least parts of the Iranian population. However, throughout 2003, the opposition still lacked another
reformist candidate that could seriously challenge Khatami’s position. That is, there is no apparent
candidate that is likely to have better prospects for implementing reforms than Khatami has had,
and who could present a real political alternative to the current regime. Consequently, neither the
pro-reformist nor the conservative parts of the incumbent Iranian regime were seriously threatened
by the protests in 2003.45
Khatami’s position was further weakened in connection with the parliamentary elections in
February 2004. Not only did his allies loose their positions in the parliament. The lack of much
overt protests against the pre-administrated election outcome even from the student organisations,
further underscored Khatami’s drastically diminished capital of confidence among the people. The
low number of voters participating in the first round of the election further underscores the fact that
many Iranians do not think the political reality will differ considerably regardless of what faction of
the political elite holds power in Iran, either they are called reformists or conservatives.46 Given
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these low expectations, the prospects for major public protests that could truly affect the Iranian
regime have probably not increased either, at least not in a short perspective.47
Several prominent conservative politicians pledged early after the elections that there would be no
reversal in the social policy field that has been loosened up to some extent during the reformist
majority, although it still remains restricted.48 As early as the summer 2004 there were nevertheless
some signs that parts of the new parliament would try to implement some restrictions, in particular
concerning freedom of speech. Furthermore, other incidents have shown that for example the Basijmilitias appear to feel that they have been given more free reins to act against people whom they
accuse of anti-Islamic speech or behaviour (the latter in particular targeting women).
Nevertheless, it should be kept in mind that the so-called conservatives are not an internally
coherent group with a unified agenda. There are some conservatives who want to implement
changes in both domestic and foreign policy, for example by opening up diplomatic relations with
USA, whereas other conservative groups oppose such reforms. Political observers in Iran have
consequently warned that the battle between reformists and conservatives that have prevented
constructive policy decisions during the last few years might be replaced with infighting among the
different parts of the new conservative majority in parliament. Apart from such struggles, the
conservatives are likely to try to regain the control over some key ministries and to position
themselves for taking over the presidency in the summer 2005.49
2.4

Economic Development

The political future in Iran will largely depend on the regime’s long-term response to the public
discontent among the Iranian population in general and the youth in particular. The social
discontent is closely connected to Iran’s stagnating economy and high level of unemployment. If
those parts of the population that want to see a reformed Iran would completely loose their faith in
the president and his ability to implement reforms from within the established system, the
discontent could grow even stronger than it was during 2003. There has also been a risk that
Khatami grows so tired of his uncomfortable position that he decides to resign, which could create
problems of legitimacy for the conservative leadership.50 However, after the 2004 parliamentary
elections, Khatami’s position has become weakened to the point that this threat probably has lost
most of its previous force.
Some observers have believed that the conservative majority might find it easier to implement some
internal reforms after they had gained control over the parliament in 2004. In particular, the
conservatives are likely to try to make some quick improvements in the day-to-day economy of the
Iranian population by, for example, increasing the access to consumer goods as well as short-term
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employment in new public construction projects.51 Given the high level of unemployment and
underemployment in Iran, it appears unlikely that the conservatives would be able to make any
substantial changes in the socio-economic conditions of the large part of the Iranian population in a
short perspective.52 To alleviate the unemployment problem, it is estimated that the authorities must
create at least 800,000 new jobs a year.53
The Islamic Republic encouraged its population to have large number of children that would grow
up to support the revolution. Between 1979 and 1988 the Iranian population grew with 3.9 per cent
annually. As a result, half of the Iranian population is under 25 years old and consequently have no
memory of the revolution. Iran also has a high level of unemployed young people with higher
education. Although the baby-boom has abated since the end of the 1980s, the Iranian regime will
nevertheless face a huge challenge of finding jobs for its young population for at least a decade
ahead.54
The prospects for more fundamental economic reforms that could alleviate the current economic
stagnation are even more distant. The state-run companies that dominate the economy together with
the bonyads – cleric-controlled charitable foundations – are highly inefficient and the level of
corruption in Iran is notorious.55 For example, the Iranian fight against the drug smuggling has been
severely hampered by the corruption. This is a significant problem for the Iranian regime, since the
drug trade has led to a rapidly increasing drug addiction, which creates a major socio-economic
problem considering the vast number of young Iranians.56
There are differences between the various conservative factions that dominate the current
parliament also on how to manage the economy. The more pragmatic conservatives, primarily
represented by the influential former president and Expediency Council chairman Akbar Hashemi
Rafsanjani, are more interested in economic liberalisation and would welcome more foreign
investments. The hard-line conservatives want to keep tight control over the economy and
consequently also limit foreign investments. That the hard-liners currently seem to be in control of
the economic agenda was made particularly obvious when the parliament in August 2004 decided to
overturn laws passed by the former parliament that would have eased foreign investments and the
access of foreign banks to the Iranian market. The position of the hard-liners have been easier to
maintain thanks to high oil prices during 2003 and 2004 that has kept the Iranian economy generally
afloat although it has failed to create any substantial number of job-opportunities.57
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Iran’s difficult economic situation and interest in promoting trading contacts with countries in the
West might still give the countries that are interested in cooperating with Iran some leverage also
regarding other pressing matters. This applies in particular to the EU that has been Iran’s major
trading partner and to Russia. Furthermore, the Japanese decision to go ahead with the Azadegan oil
deal means that Japan will be involved in Iran for a long time and constitute a major contributor to
the inflow of foreign cash that Iran has great need for. This might give also Japan some economic
leverage in Iran.
As was mentioned above, there are some groups among the conservatives in Iran that favour closer
cooperation even with the United States in order to alleviate the economic problems. Although
trading relations between USA and Iran still remain a more distant scenario, it should consequently
not be excluded that a combination of American threats of force and new EU promises of more
beneficial trading agreements might lead to more Iranian concessions in the future, even concerning
the nuclear program.
2.5

Foreign Political Relations

The heightened international concern over the Iranian nuclear program has clearly demonstrated
that Iran lacks really close allies in other countries. However, it has also demonstrated that there are
several important countries that do not wish to put too much pressure on the current Iranian regime
and view Iran differently than Iraq under Saddam Hussein. Iran has better developed relations with
several external countries than Baathist Iraq had and many countries are interested in promoting
stronger trade relations with Iran. The Iranian foreign relations with the countries in its surrounding
region can to a large extent be characterised by mutual suspicion.
Because of the lingering unrest and uncertainty about the political future, Afghanistan and Iraq have
been the most obvious cases for Iranian caution during 2003 and 2004. Iran officially backs its
former mujaheddin allies represented in the central government in Afghanistan but has also given
support to alternative power centres in Afghanistan, like the powerful former governor in
neighbouring and largely Persian-speaking Herat, Ismail Khan, and the Shiite Hazara minority
concentrated around Bamyan. Apart from these sometimes ambiguous political contacts, Iran has
also tried to promote new trading routes with Afghanistan and the Central Asian countries bordering
Afghanistan and cooperates with all countries neighbouring Afghanistan as well as the international
community in trying to reduce the flow of opiates from Afghanistan.58
Concerning Iraq, Iran has supported a number of Shiite representatives. Despite the strong criticism
against and genuine concerns about a potential long-term U.S. presence in Iraq, it really lies in
Iran’s interest that the country becomes sufficiently calm for general elections to be held that could
lead to a Shiite-dominated government in Iraq. Moreover, like Turkey, Iran is interested in limiting
the Kurdish autonomy. The mutual interests in Iraq seem to have contributed to make the Iranian
relationship with Turkey relatively easy after the Baathist regime fell in Baghdad. Earlier, Iran has
viewed Turkey as a competitor in the struggle to gain influence over the development in the
Caucasus and Central Asia.59
Despite reported optimism after the conference on the Caspian Sea that was held in Moscow in
early April 2004, the main dividing lines remain. Apart from the unclear position of Turkmenistan,
which is one of the few countries that has good neighbourly relations with Iran, Iran rejects the
solution agreed upon by the other three states. According to this agreement, the Caspian Sea would
be divided according to a so-called modified median principle, which would give Iran
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approximately 13 per cent of the sea. However, Iran insists on equal shares of the sea, that is 20 per
cent each. Iran also wants the Caspian Sea to be a demilitarized zone, which has led to tensions in
connection with the naval exercises held by Azerbaijan, Kazakhstan and Russia.60
Regarding Azerbaijan, Iran has also been anxious to avoid a resurgence of the fighting between
Armenia and Azerbaijan over Nagorno-Karabakh, which would make Iran even more surrounded
by military conflicts and worsen the Iranian relations also to Turkey since Iran would continue to
back Armenia in such a conflict.
Finally, the Iranian relations with both Israel and several Arab states are still very tense, although
there have been some examples of improved relations in the latter case during the last years. Iran
has made some economic agreements with for example Saudi Arabia and even Egypt that might
lead to increased contacts, but the Arab states are generally likely to have become even more weary
of the long-term Iranian ambitions in the region since the fall of Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq.61
Concerning Iran’s relations with Israel, the assassination of Hamas leaders Yassin and Rantissi at
least temporarily served to further underscore the hostility between the two countries. Both
countries are mutually suspicious of the other country’s alleged nuclear weapons program. Iranian
fears about a potential Israeli military action because of the Iranian nuclear capacity are only likely
to make the Iranians more determined to develop such a capacity.
2.6

Conclusions

Despite the internal and external concerns that have faced Iran during 2003 and 2004, there did not
seem to be any immediate threats to the Iranian regime during the autumn 2004. Despite lingering
internal frustrations, the overt protests have once more abated. The pressure over the Iranian nuclear
program remains, but the risk for a large-scale military attack against Iran still appears remote. So
far, neither Afghanistan nor Iraq have erupted into any large-scale conflicts that risk involving Iran.
Nevertheless, the porous Iranian borders to these countries still constitute the most acute external
security threat to Iranian territory in a short perspective. In particular, Iran has so far not been able
to prevent for example smugglers or illegal fighters from crossing the Iranian borders. Furthermore,
Iran can hardly exclude the possibility of a limited attack against Iranian nuclear facilities by either
Israel or the United States even in a shorter perspective.
Not even the disputed parliamentary elections in February 2004 appear to have led to any acute
threats of a major uprising against the regime from the politically resigned bulk of the Iranian
population. Consequently, the Iranian regime looks unlikely to make any profound changes in either
its internal or foreign policy in the near future.
Iran continues to have tense foreign political relations with most of its neighbours, although some
signs of improvements have been visible. Regardless of whether the relations are largely favourable
or unfavourable, both Iran’s close and more distant neighbours (like the EU countries) generally
want to avoid any major unrest in Iran, since it is a large, populous and military strong country
situated in an already very tense region. Moreover, countries like the EU member states, Japan and
Russia have strong business interests in Iran.
The EU strategy to engage in constructive engagement with Iran is probably the only conceivable
strategy in order to be able to encourage some positive internal reforms in Iran, for example
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concerning human rights. In combination with Russian economic pressure and the potential threat
of U.S. force, the EU engagement might even lead to positive effects on the sensitive nuclear issue.
At the same time, the EU countries will have to seriously consider the possibility of taking further
steps in curbing the Iranian nuclear program if Iran once again fails to meet its commitments to both
the IAEA and to the agreements made with the EU-troika of France, Great Britain and Germany.
In short summary,
•

the security and military situation facing Iran has been dominated by fears of a spill-over
from the conflicts in Iraq and Afghanistan in the short-term and potential American and
perhaps Israeli military actions in the longer run

•

the internal political situation in Iran is not more likely to lead to a break-down of the
Iranian regime in the short perspective than it was before the parliamentary elections in 2004
despite the lingering discontent, although the latter remains the most profound threat against
the Iranian Islamic Republic in a longer perspective

•

Iran’s foreign political climate remains generally tense, with few exceptions
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Iraq

Population: 24,683,313 (July 2003 estimate)62
Major ethnic groups: Arabs 75-80%, Kurdish 15-20%, Turkoman, Assyrian or other 5%63
Border countries: Iran 1,458 km, Saudi Arabia 814 km, Syria 605 km, Turkey 352 km, Kuwait 240,
Jordan 181 km64
Political leadership: Following the January 2005 parliamentary election, a new transitional
government headed by Prime Minister Ibrahim al-Jafaari will lead the country throughout the year
until a new permanent government is elected on the basis of a new constitution
GDP per capita: purchasing power parity - $2,400 (2002 estimate)65
Armed forces: According to IISS information from mid-2004, the required number of total security
forces in Iraq (including police) was set to 259,869 of which 226,765 were reported on duty or in
training at the time66 compared with 389,000 soldiers (estimate) in the pre-conflict armed forces.67
The actual number of fully trained troops in Iraq was disputed as late as in January 2005.68
3.1

Introduction

The Iraqi development in 2003 and 2004 has been dominated by the war that deposed the former
Baathist regime under Saddam Hussein in April 2003 and the uncertainties about Iraq’s future that
have remained after the war. The United States still maintains a large force in Iraq assisted by
comparatively small numbers of troops from other countries in the “coalition of the willing”. The
United States undertook a huge troop transfer in 2004, but will hardly be able to reduce the number
of its troops to any considerable extent in the near future.
A number of people have called for a withdrawal of U.S. troops from Iraq soon after the
parliamentary elections on 30 January 2005. Furthermore, U.S. intelligence reports have warned
that the U.S. will be forced by the in-coming parliament to set an exit date for its troops in Iraq.
However, a number of prominent U.S. political and military officials have maintained that this can
only happen after a sufficient number of indigenous Iraqi security forces have been sufficiently
trained to be able to take care of the insurgents without U.S. or coalition support.69
The belief that the attacks against the American presence from former Baathists or foreign fighters
should decrease after Saddam Hussein was captured has been proved wrong. Furthermore, the
attacks against members of the newly recruited police force and other people who have been
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cooperating with the so-called Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA) and subsequently with the
Iraqi Interim Government have also escalated during and after the autumn 2003.70
The United Nations was forced to leave Iraq after a devastating attack against its headquarters
showed that it was impossible to ensure the safety of the UN staff. In late January 2004, the UN
Secretary General Kofi Annan decided that the UN would send a team to Iraq to help the Iraqi
Interim Governing Council (IGC) and the CPA decide on the best way for transferring power from
the U.S.-led occupational authority to the Iraqis.71 In early June 2004, the UN Security Council
unanimously adopted a resolution backing the transfer of power to the new interim government put
together by UN envoy Lakhdar Brahimi in cooperation with American and Iraqi representatives.72
The transfer of power to the interim Iraqi government under interim Prime Minister Ayad Allawi
was made on 28 June 2004.73
The interim government was officially granted full sovereignty and given control over, for example,
the country’s oil revenues and all Iraqi forces. However, the interim government has not had control
over the U.S.-led military operations and even the new transitional government is likely to remain
dependent on the large and U.S. dominated international force for security in Iraq during at least
large parts of 2005.74 Because of the lack of security and strong differences on what Iraq’s political
future should look like, a smooth transfer of power to a largely respected elected domestic authority
appears distant. In the absence of such an internal authority, the Americans and the Iraqis who
cooperate with them will be continuously blamed for the lack of security, the high level of
unemployment and the generally poor conditions of living that have persisted since the end of the
war.
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3.2

Security Development

The prospects for Iraq’s future security development are still difficult to assess but appear to a large
extent discouraging. However, during the period covered by this report, the internal security
situation has differed quite considerably between the different parts of the country. The main
dividing lines in this respect have roughly coincided with the main geographic ethnic and religious
concentrations. That is, the dividing lines run between the Kurd-dominated area in northern Iraq,
the Shiite-dominated area in the south and, finally, the Sunni-dominated area in between the two
former areas, often referred to as the Sunni belt or Sunni triangle.75
The “Sunni belt” comprises both an area inhabited by a large part of the members in the former
Baath-regime that have lost their position since the end of the war and the ethnically complex
capital Bagdad with deep differences on how the future Iraq should look like. This is the area that
has been hardest affected by the U.S. military operation in Iraq as well as by attacks against the
international presence and people cooperating with the occupational authority. Unless the worst
case scenario becomes true and Iraq erupts into civil war, the prospects for future internal stability
in Iraq must be seen as more positive in the northern and southern parts of Iraq than in the middle of
the country.76
The almost simultaneous terrorist attacks against the headquarters of the two main Kurdish parties –
the Kurdish Democratic Party (KDP) and the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan (PUK) – that took place
in February 2004 was the first major backlash in security in the northern area. The attacks killed
more than 100 people and KDP and PUK were criticised for not taking adequate steps to prevent
these or similar attacks, which most Kurds blamed on Ansar al-Islam or some other Islamist
terrorist group. Up until the autumn 2004, the north was considered to have relatively good
prospects for stability, although more attacks were likely to be attempted. In particular, the
previously antagonistic KDP and PUK parties appear to have become further united, especially after
the terrorist attacks in February 2004.77
The non-Kurdish minorities and the previously favoured Arabs in particular, have had fears that
their interests might be compromised as the Kurdish parties take the political control of the region,
but no major disputes were seen until mid-autumn 2004.78 The revolt in Mosul in November 2004,
that came as a response to the heavy U.S. military operation against Fallujah during the autumn
2004, have confirmed the still existing tensions that remain between different parts of the
population in the ethnically mixed cities. The successful insurgency in Mosul can at least partly be
explained by the fact that Mosul has been a stronghold for both the Baath party and the former Iraqi
army in the north of the country.79
The so-called peshmerga militias belonging to the two Kurdish parties have taken the main
responsibility for upholding security in the north together with Kurdish police forces. This might
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cause problems in the long run when the new Iraqi army is being built up, since neither party have
had any inclination of seriously disbanding their forces.80 For example, most of the peshmerga
fighters that were sent in to quell the insurgency in Mosul in November 2004 were nominally part
of the Iraqi National Guard, but in fact answered to the KDP or PUK. This use of the Kurdish
militias exacerbated the ethnic tensions that already existed in the region.81
However, the reliance on the Kurdish militias has also contributed to up-holding some level of
security in the north in the immediate period following the war. Furthermore, it enabled the U.S.-led
coalition to concentrate their troops to more volatile areas and keep just a small number of soldiers
deployed in the north. The joint number of the Kurdish peshmergas is disputed, but must be counted
in tens of thousands. The two parties have had their own military academies and the militias are
consequently quite well-trained and disciplined.82
The coalition’s decision to arrest a top aide to the young Shiite radical cleric Moqtada al-Sadr and
to close down the latter’s newspaper, Al-Hawza, led to violent clashes between members of alSadr’s so-called al-Mahdi army and coalition forces. These spread quickly across large parts of Iraq
in April 2004, including the British-controlled southern part of Iraq. Despite this and other pieces of
evidence that parts of the Shiites in the south have been loosing patience with the coalition and
especially with the lack of jobs and proper living conditions, even the April protests did not become
as violent in the south as in, for example, Baghdad. Generally, the area under British control has
remained more peaceful than the centre of the country since the fall of the Baathist regime.83 Unlike
some other examples in the coalition, there have been no indications that the British government
would consider scaling down on the up to 10,000 troops it has maintained in Iraq and the British
Prime Minister Tony Blair remains American President George Bush’s closest ally in the
coalition.84
The relative calm in the southern parts of Iraq may not only be connected to the conduct of the
British forces, but also to the presence of the Badr brigades under the control of the Shiite party
SCIRI, or the “Supreme Council for the Islamic Revolution in Iraq” and the militia belonging to
Dawa, another Shiite party. The Badr brigades have several thousand well-trained and armed men
that have received backing by Iran. SCIRI has refused earlier U.S. calls to disband the Badr
brigades and throughout the occupation period, SCIRI was able to provide at least some additional
security in the south in the absence of regular national forces, similar to the role of the peshmerga
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militias in the north.85 However, the influence of the most respected Shiite religious leader Ali
Sistani in the south of the country and his calls for calm in order to facilitate early national elections
has probably been the most decisive factor contributing to relative calm in the Shiite-dominated
southern part of Iraq.86
Later signals from the U.S. command have indicated that militiamen from SCIRI and other militias
that have not participated in the fighting against the coalition forces might be welcome to join a new
Iraqi elite force set up by the coalition. Although this makes sense from the perspective that these
militias are already de facto providing security on the ground, it would also be a highly
controversial and risky decision. The militias could hardly be seen as neutral members of such a
force and the fact that the al-Mahdi militia was not fighting the coalition forces until mid-spring
2004 should raise some doubts about relying on the militias.87
A plan was drawn up by the CPA in early 2004 for the disarmament, demobilisation and
reintegration (DDR) into the new Iraqi armed forces and police of the ethnic militias. The outbreak
of violence in both Fallujah and the south of the country in the spring 2004 became a serious setback for the DDR-plan, in particular as the U.S. had to rely on the cooperation of the Dawa militia
and the Badr brigades to defeat the al-Mahdi army. The interim government has lacked both power
and ability to implement the plan during the autumn 2004. In the north of the country, parts of the
Kurdish peshmerga forces have been nominally transferred to the new Iraqi military, but without
any proper preceding disarmament or demobilisation process and with their command structures
intact. Due to the slow training process of the new Iraqi armed structures in general and the army in
particular in combination with the surge in violence ahead of the parliamentary elections in early
2005, it looks likely that the DDR-process will be further delayed during 2005.88
The al-Mahdi militia was formed during the autumn 2003 and probably numbered some thousand
fighters with varying backgrounds and equipment. Members of the al-Mahdi militia originally filled
the security gap in the so-called al-Sadr City – a poor Shiite-inhabited part of Baghdad named after
Moqtada al-Sadr’s father, a Grand Ayatollah believed to have been assassinated by Saddam
Hussein’s security agents – after Saddam Hussein’s regime had fallen.89 The al-Mahdi insurgency
in al-Sadr City was at least temporarily pacified in October 2004 after a deal between the Iraqi
government and Moqtada al-Sadr. However, the subsequent disarmament of al-Mahdi members and
other people in al-Sadr City was reportedly highly superficial and accompanied by only a few
searches. Consequently, the al-Mahdi army has kept the option to renew its fighting at any given
time, for example in connection with the referendum and election planned for the latter half of
2005.90
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Apart from Baghdad and the al-Sadr City, the al-Mahdi militia has created the most difficult
security problems for the coalition forces in south central Iraq in cities like Najaf, Karbala and
Kut.91 These cities are situated in a zone that has been patrolled by troops from several countries
under Polish command, including Spain. For example, Spanish and Polish troops have together with
U.S. troops contributed to the forces surrounding Najaf, where Moqtada al-Sadr had taken refuge
and some of the worst fighting took place in Iraq during spring 2004.92
This deployment helped explain part of the fears about an imminent break-up of the coalition forces
in Iraq after the new Spanish Prime Minister declared that Spain would withdraw its approximately
1,300 troops in Iraq ahead of schedule. Although the number of Spanish troops was small compared
to the overall size of the international troops in Iraq and consequently easy to replace from a
military perspective, the fact that it would be withdrawn from a sensitive region at a sensitive time
was problematic for USA.93
The Spanish withdrawal has subsequently been followed by other countries that plan to reduce,
withdraw or have already withdrawn their forces from Iraq. The military effects of these
withdrawals from the multinational coalition are likely to be relatively limited. However, it enforces
a message that the situation in Iraq has become increasingly difficult to control and is unlikely to
become stabilised in the short run at a politically sensitive time when violence has been increasing
ahead of the 2005 elections.94
By contrast, the United States has increased its forces in Iraq to 150,000 troops ahead of the
elections in 2005.95 The U.S. forces consequently make up almost 90 per cent of the foreign troops
in the coalition. The coalition partners contribute to just over 20,000 troops, almost half of which is
made up of British troops. Overall, however, the actual number of non-U.S. or U.K. coalition forces
has in fact changed very little throughout the year 2004.96
Apart from the coalition forces operating in Iraq, there have been a substantial number of private
military contractors working in Iraq since the time of the war. It has been estimated that the United
States has hired about 20,000 private military contractors in Iraq, that is, more than twice the
number of U.K. troops engaged in the country. These private contractors performing tasks usually
carried out by the military have been highly controversial since they operate outside the military
chain of command and it is unclear to what extent they can be held legally accountable. The
controversial aspect applies in particular to the smaller part of the contractors that perform security
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tasks for the military, train local troops and police, work as translators or interrogators of Iraqi
prisoners.97
The U.S. forces have been in command of an area covering the north and east-central parts of Iraq
in addition to Baghdad. This includes the Sunni-belt, where the most intense fighting between the
coalition and Iraqis have taken place, the latter allegedly strengthened by a number of foreign
insurgents from various neighbouring countries.98 During the latter part of 2004, the U.S. military
began to talk less about the foreign insurgents, as it had become increasingly clear that most
opposition forces against the Iraqi interim regime and the foreign military presence were in fact
Iraqis. For example, during the U.S. operation in Fallujah in late 2004, less than 4 per cent of the
first 1000 rebels that were detained were reported to be foreigners.99
Fallujah gradually turned into a stronghold of both foreign insurgents and Baathist elite soldiers
fighting the U.S. troops during 2003 and 2004. To some extent, Fallujah sums up the problems
facing the Sunni Iraqis in an area where many inhabitants were Baathist members and employed
either by the state or in the army. However, observers have noted that early U.S. heavy-handed
tactics and indiscriminate behaviour against Fallujah citizens in general is likely to have intensified
the opposition from Fallujah that could otherwise have been muted.100 Even though there were
truces between the U.S. forces and the various forces they have been fighting in Fallujah, the
prospects for a peaceful solution were far less likely than, for example, in the case of Najaf. Fallujah
was a source of resistance against the coalition ever since the fall of the Baathist regime, but the
situation grew increasingly hostile after four U.S. contractors were killed and mutilated in Fallujah
in late March 2004.101
However, neither the retaliatory U.S. operation against the insurgency in Fallujah in April 2004,
when U.S. forces subsequently withdrew from the area, nor the major operation in November 2004,
is likely to have broken the resolve of the opposition forces. Fallujah had become a safe haven for
Iraqi insurgents after the April operation. Even so, the wide-scale destruction of the city could very
well have increased popular support for the insurgency on part of the population in Fallujah and the
surrounding area and the insurgents are consequently likely to have found new areas from where to
operate in other places.102 Moreover, the destruction of Fallujah is likely to have increased
perceptions that the United States continues to target Sunni areas quite indiscriminately. By
contrast, the USA could hardly have used the same heavy-handed tactics against the insurgency in
Mosul without causing a great uproar among allies within and outside Iraq.
Many former Baathist state and army employees have lost their jobs, privileges and prospects for
the future after the fall of Saddam Hussein’s regime. The Iraqi army, numbering nearly 400,000
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people, was disbanded by a decree by the CPA in a decision that is now quite generally thought of
as one of the most ill-advised decisions taken by the U.S. in the post-war phase. Moreover, the CPA
barred all public-sector workers that were members of the Baathist party from getting a job in the
new administration. The United States have subsequently showed signs of being willing to reverse
some of these decisions, and might include former Baathist members even in the new army after a
vetting process. However, since this process will be slow and it will take time before it could give
any widespread benefits among the Sunni population, the latter will probably continue to be hostile
towards the United States as well as the newly formed security structures during some time
ahead.103
The overall security forces have grown relatively quickly and were reported to number around
200,000 security troops in March 2004, including police, border guards and civil defence forces.
This number had hardly changed at the end of 2004. Despite – or rather because of – this early fast
growth of Iraqi security forces, they still need additional training until they will be able to take over
control of Iraqi security without U.S. or other international guidance. Even after the responsibility
for Iraqi internal affairs can be transferred to a future elected Iraqi government, such a government
is consequently likely to seem very much dependent on the United States if it lacks control over
Iraqi security.104
The army has grown at a much slower pace. According to earlier planning, a force of 35,000 Iraqis
should be operational by late September 2004.105 However, at that time, 12,699 army soldiers were
reported to be on duty according to Pentagon figures. About 40 per cent of these or nearly 5,000
soldiers were trained. According new targets, 27,000 army soldiers should be trained by April
2005.106 The cumbersome military administrative process surrounding the training of the security
forces in general and the army in particular has been severely criticised by leading U.S. politicians
from both the Democratic and the Republican parties. According to the critics, the Pentagon has not
handled the training of the new Iraqi security forces with the urgency it requires despite the fact that
all U.S. political and military considers this a top priority issue.107
3.3

Internal Politics

Approximately a year after the fall of the former dictatorial regime under Saddam Hussein, the Iraqi
Governing Council that had been assisting the U.S.-led occupational force in ruling the country
finally managed to agree on an interim constitution. This constituted a quite significant
accomplishment on the path towards realising the ambitious plans for future democratic rule in Iraq
given the unfavourable pre-conditions. Nevertheless, many hurdles must still be overcome before
Iraq can have a new permanent constitution and a democratically elected permanent government.108
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One crucial issue is how to make the different factions in the Iraqi society accept a common
solution on how and by whom Iraq should be ruled in the future. As a simplification, the Shiite
majority wants to make sure that its numbers are duly reflected in the future government, whereas
the other smaller religious and ethnic groups want to have safeguards against a too strong and
potentially oppressive Shiite rule. The latter is of particular concern for the Iraqi Sunnis who were
privileged during Saddam’s rule and fear losing too much influence to the Shiites. The third major
group, the Kurds, are anxious to maintain their relative autonomy in the north of the country.109
The interim constitution has recognised federalism as a system of government for Iraq, but has not
specified either the borders for the federal entities or the degree of autonomy for the Kurds or other
entities in Iraq. This is likely to become a difficult and sensitive issue to handle for the future
interim parliamentary assembly that is scheduled to draft a permanent constitution.110 Firstly, there
are no clear-cut geographical boundaries between the three major ethnic and religious Iraqi groups
outlined below. For example, the predominantly Kurdish north was deliberately intermixed with
ethnic Arabs during Saddam Hussein’s rule and there is also a quite large group of ethnic
Turkomans living in the north of the country.111
Secondly, as the latter example shows, there are several other smaller ethnic, religious and other
minority groups in Iraq apart from the three major groups, like the Turkomans, the Christian
minority, the Marsh Arabs or so-called Mandaeans etcetera. These smaller groups that are
intermixed with the other factions have often faced repression in the past and are consequently
anxious about protecting their interests in the political future of Iraq. Thirdly, and very important to
remember, the various groups outlined above are far from internally coherent either, and there are
substantial differences between for example the educated and uneducated, secular and traditionally
religious, urban and rural parts of the society that cut across and between these groups.112
There have been particular concerns from Sunni Arabs, secular Iraqis, the United States and large
parts of the international community that a major Shiite dominance in Iraq following national
elections could lead to a Iranian style of Shiite religious government. These fears have to a large
extent been based on the knowledge of the close contacts that have existed between the two major
Shiite parties, SCIRI and Dawa, and Iran.
Prominent Iraqi Shiite representatives as well as a number of regional experts have tried to dispel
these fears. While it is true that there are close contacts between Iran and a number of Shiite groups
in Iraq, prominent Iraqi Shiite leaders like Ali Sistani has a different interpretation of the
relationship between religion and politics than the ruling Iranians. While de facto playing an
important political role in post-war Iraq, Sistani denounces the concept of velayat-e faqih and wants
to separate religion from politics. At the time of the January 2005 elections, most Shiite leaders in
Iraq seem to share Sistani’s vision.113 However, Sistani is old and it can consequently not be
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excluded that a future prominent Shiite leader in Iraq might lobby for an Iranian style of
government.114
Concerning the selection of the interim government, UN special envoy Lakhdar Brahimi proposed a
structure with a president, two vice presidents, a prime minister and ministers aided by a
consultative assembly elected after the transfer of power. According to Brahimi’s plan, the
government would be selected by the UN, the Iraqi Governing Council, the U.S.-led coalition and a
group of Iraqi judges.115 In June 2004, the UN Security Council adopted a resolution that confirmed
the compromise between, in particular, Brahimi and Ali Sistani on the future political process in
Iraq. Elections for an interim parliament were postponed until 31 January 2005 at the latest. In the
meantime, Iraq would be ruled by an interim government in accordance with Brahimi’s proposal
above, but with limited powers.116
The Iraqi population in general appears not to have seen Prime Minister Iayd Allawi’s interim
government as a sufficiently independent, strong and efficient Iraqi political body. This view is
unlikely to change to the better in the short term even for the new transitional prime minister or
government depending on several factors. In accordance with the interim constitution, the new
Prime Minister Ibrahim al-Jafaari was chosen by a three-member presidential council appointed by
the new parliament. To the extent that the new parliament is seen as reasonably legitimate, this
selection process for the new interim government could consequently make the latter seem slightly
more legitimate than the preceding government.117 However, with a clearly Shiite-dominated
parliament, at least the Iraqi Sunnis are bound to dispute the result.
Furthermore, the security problems and lack of basic services are likely to linger and it remains
unclear to what extent the new government will have control over these crucial issues. The selection
of ministerial candidates and how representative these are perceived to be is also likely to be
disputed. In the January 2005 elections for the transitional National Assembly, a Shiite coalition
organised by supporters to Ali Sistani won a slim majority of votes (140 out of 275 seats). A
Kurdish coalition that won 77 seats in the assembly became the main negotiating partner for the
Shiites in the process to select the new government. According to the transitional law, two thirds of
the assembly votes are required to select a prime minister. A secular list headed by interim Prime
Minister Iayd Allawi became the third largest force in the assembly with 40 seats.118
The incoming interim political structures will have to work hard in order to fulfil the pressing
political schedule for the rest of 2005. The primary task of the new parliament will be to draft a
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permanent constitution by mid-August 2005 that is supposed to be submitted to a popular
referendum no later than 15 October 2005. If the constitution is accepted, national elections should
be held on the basis of this constitution in mid-December and a new permanent government is
supposed to take office by the end of the year 2005.119 It will be a major accomplishment if these
goals are met on schedule.
Not disregarding the fact that some parts of Iraq were more or less excluded from the elections or
the reports about irregularities, the fact that the January 2005 elections for an interim parliament
could be held at all must be seen as successful given the difficult circumstances. However, the
process ahead of the future elections planned for 2005 and for drawing up a new permanent
constitution is likely to be much more complicated and politically sensitive. The same difficult
questions remain on how to ensure that the Sunni Arabs can become included in the internal
political process and that the Kurds are given a degree of autonomy that is acceptable both to them,
the other Iraqi groups and the neighbouring countries. At the same time, the Iraqi Shiite population
is likely to expect that their newly won political influence quite soon will lead to economic benefits.
Furthermore, in the short perspective, how to rebuild the Iraqi economy and create job opportunities
will be another crucial and sensitive domestic political issue. In particular, the unevenly spread
sources of oil in the different areas of Iraq, makes the issue of economic development closely linked
to the decisions on the future rule of Iraq.
3.4

Economic Development

Concerning the Iraqi economy after the war, most international attention initially focused on the
international struggle to win the lucrative, albeit risky, reconstruction contracts for the aggregate
sum of approximately 18 billion U.S.-dollars that the United States intended to invest in this project
over the next years. In Iraq, the focus has been on more mundane issues such as alleviating the
unemployment situation and regaining essential services such as water and electricity. The two
factors are undoubtedly interconnected to some extent, especially since Iraqi firms have been
bidding for and winning some of the contracts as well, although this has mainly been in the form of
subcontracts on smaller projects.120
However, most reconstruction projects have been delayed, primarily for security reasons. By April
2004, only 1.6 billion U.S. dollars of the sum mentioned above had been spent on reconstruction
projects (compare with footnote). In some parts of Iraq that have been especially subject to violence
– the so-called Sunni triangle in particular – practically all reconstruction projects have been put on
ice. Bureaucratic delays have reportedly also contributed to the slow reconstruction process.
Regional differences in the level of violence have no only affected the reconstruction. For example,
in the Kurd-dominated north of the country, cross-border trade is reported to have contributed to an
improved regional economy in comparison with the rest of the country.121
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Furthermore, the CPA reportedly decided to slow down the original plans for reconstructing the
Iraqi national economy in an attempt to try to avoid an even higher unemployment rate than the 50
per cent that was estimated in January 2004 (regarding uncertainties in statistics, see footnote). The
long-term CPA plans were to decentralise the economy through privatizations, cut down on
subsidies for state companies and liberalise prices. These efforts were largely put on ice and much
of the CPA budget went instead to salaries and wages.122
Because of the high unemployment rate and lack of money, looting became a very costly problem
also after the war had ended. In its turn, this has affected the reconstruction of the electric system,
water supply and the oil production. Furthermore, the oil transports have become targets for
insurgents, initially primarily in the north of the country on the pipeline to Turkey. However, by
early 2004 the oil production had regained pre-war levels of about 2 million barrels per day. Despite
this improvement, the American advisor to the Iraqi interim oil minister predicted in the spring
2004 that Iraq will have to import oil for at least the next three years to cover the domestic fuel
demand.123
The oil production has subsequently dropped again due to sabotage against pipelines both in the
north and south of the country and the exports were stopped completely during a period following
major explosions in mid-June 2004.124 Improved and safe production and exports of oil is crucial to
the future Iraqi economy since oil revenues is expected to be the major source of income for the
Iraqi government in the next coming years. However, during 2003 and 2004, oil revenues have only
been able to cover a fraction of the expenditures the United States had hoped it would be able to
contribute to at the beginning of the occupation.125 Unless security can be drastically improved, Iraq
will consequently be dependent on international aid for several years to come and reconstruction
projects that could contribute to long term economic improvements will also continue to be delayed.
3.5

Foreign Political Relations

Due to lingering uncertainties about the future rule of Iraq, the prospects for the Iraqi foreign policy
logically also remain unclear. Most of Iraq’s neighbours are concerned about the present instability
in Iraq and many are also weary about the future foreign political agenda of a new Iraqi
government. From the reversed perspective, most representatives from the main Iraqi factions are
similarly suspicious of the neighbouring countries and their respective agendas in Iraq. This is
closely connected to the porous borders, towards for example Syria, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and
Jordan, but also to the possibility that some neighbouring countries are interfering in the internal
affairs of Iraq and might even do so militarily, for example Turkey and Iran.126 Iraqis are
consequently generally opposed to military involvement from any neighbouring state in Iraq, not
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just Turkey, although that example became heightened when Turkey offered to send troops to Iraq
during the autumn of 2003.
The borders with Iran have also been porous. Iran has controlled the people entering Iran from Iraq.
However, the control over the people and goods crossing the border from Iran to Iraq has been very
limited, in particular in connection with the rapidly increased number of people who have gone on
pilgrimages from Iran to Iraq. After major bomb explosions in Baghdad and Karbala in early spring
2004, Iran announced that it would seal its border with Iraq. Other neighbouring countries that were
relatively efficient in patrolling the borders with Iraq when Saddam Hussein was in power have also
been under pressure from U.S. and Iraqi officials to increase their protection of the borders.127
Apart from these concerns, several of the neighbouring countries had tense relations with Saddam
Hussein’s Iraq and could consequently stand to gain better relations with a new government in Iraq
in the future. During 2003 and 2004, however, security concerns have continued to dominate the
foreign relations. The neighbouring countries have continued to express concerns about the
instability and the damage that insurgent and terrorist groups in Iraq could cause in the region. At
the same time, they have demanded that the U.S. withdraw its forces from Iraq as soon as possible.
At a conference bringing together Iraq and all its six neighbours plus Egypt in February 2004, the
sensitive question of the borders was again highlighted as Iraq’s neighbours claimed that the
responsibility for controlling the borders should lie on the coalition, not the neighbours of Iraq.128
Iraq’s neighbours have closely monitored the January 2005 parliamentary elections. Apart from
security concerns in connection with the elections, all countries in Iraq’s immediate surrounding
region have an interest in what kind of government a future Iraq could have. Apart from Turkish
fears over a too strong position for Iraqi Kurds and Iranian interests in a strong political position for
Iraqi Shiites, the neighbouring Arab countries are concerned about a possible marginalisation of
Iraqi Sunni Arabs at the expense of Shiites. Apart from the countries with Shiite minorities that
could be affected a strengthened Shiite identity in Iraq, many Arab countries fear that a
strengthened Shiite identity more generally could abridge part of the suspicion between Arabs and
Persians and consequently play into the hands of Iran’s ambitions to become a strengthened
regional power.129
3.6

Conclusions

The U.S. decision to disband the army and sack all former employees of the public sector in
combination with their lack of ability to ensure stability in Iraq and rebuild a basic infrastructure has
hampered the prospects for a peaceful and sovereign Iraq. These flaws indicate that the U.S.
administration either had not made sufficient preparations for the post-war period in Iraq or that
they chose to ignore the advice they were given from American and other experts with good
knowledge about Iraq and post-war operations. The U.S. administration appears to have learned
from the early mistakes and have intended to correct some of them. However, this may be too little
and too late to make a relatively smooth transition to a sovereign Iraq possible in the short run.
The above-mentioned problems are obviously interconnected and have already created such a
precarious situation in Iraq that it is likely to be impossible for the U.S. troops to make a large-scale
withdrawal from Iraq in the short perspective if total chaos is to be avoided. Since even this
presence is unlikely to reduce the insecurity facing Iraqis in many parts of the country in a shorter
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perspective, any new government – transitional or permanent – will be compromised already from
the beginning. It will not have control over the security sector in the country and it will have to
continue to cooperate closely with and defer to the United States on certain issues. There is
consequently a clear risk that a new Iraqi government will not be considered as legitimate and
independent even if the UN manages to arrange a reasonably fair and free national election as
planned for late 2005.
The risk for a large-scale civil war is still a possibility. However, even if this worst-case scenario
can be avoided, Iraq is likely to be plagued by insecurity and political as well as economic problems
over the foreseeable future. This does not only present continued security problems for Iraq and the
international community, but also for Iraq’s neighbours in its surrounding region. Some relations
have quite good prospects of becoming more favourable under a new sovereign Iraqi regime than
they were under Saddam Hussein’s regime. On the other hand, with the insecurity that characterised
Iraq throughout 2004, there also remains a risk that one or more of the neighbouring states might
become involved in fighting in Iraq.
In short summary,
•

the security situation is likely to remain tense and neither a civil war nor a spill-over of
conflicts across Iraq’s borders can yet be excluded

•

the internal political climate is plagued by uncertainty about the future and socio-economic
problems more generally

•

the foreign political relations are characterised by suspicion and the same uncertainty about
the future as the other sectors, although some relations have prospects of becoming better
under a new regime than they were under Saddam Hussein’s rule in Iraq
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4

Turkey

Population: 68,109,469 (July 2003 estimate)130
Major ethnic groups: Turkish 80%, Kurdish 20% (estimated)131
Border countries: Syria 822 km, Iran 499 km, Iraq 352 km, Armenia 268 km, Georgia 252 km,
Bulgaria 240 km, Greece 206 km, Azerbaijan 9 km132
President: Ahmet Necdet Sezer
GDP per capita: purchasing power parity - $7,000 (2002 estimate)133
Armed forces: 514,850 (estimate)134
4.1

Introduction

Like all Iraqi neighbours, Turkey has been strongly affected by the war in Iraq. Turkish fears have
been raised primarily about the future status of the Kurdish areas in northern Iraq, as well as about
the potential spill-over of fighting from Iraq to Turkey more generally. It remains uncertain if the
terrorist attacks in Istanbul in November 2003 were a direct consequence of the Turkish decision to
send troops to Iraq. Nevertheless, the attacks show clearly that Turkey is not immune to Islamist
violence and it is reasonable to believe that even the present Turkish regime under the Islamic AKP
party (Justice and Development Party) is seen as a traitor to the Muslim community within certain
groups.135
Turkey has worked on maintaining peaceful relations with its mostly Muslim neighbours and on
strengthening relations with Europe and USA, the economic relations in particular. EU membership
continues to be an uncertain and definitively distant possibility, despite a substantial number of
Turkish reforms in the economic and political fields. Furthermore, Turkish relations with the United
States worsened drastically for some time after Turkey decided not to let the USA launch its attack
against the north of Iraq from Turkish territory. The latter decision also contributed to a more longterm problem for the Turkish government since it strengthened the military self-reliance of the
Kurdish parties in northern Iraq and drastically decreased Turkish possibilities to affect future
developments in northern Iraq.136
Internally as well, the Kurdish issue continues to be sensitive. Furthermore, there is a lingering
scepticism against the AKP party among secular Turks, including within the military. This forces
the AKP party to manoeuvre very carefully and also makes its future political agenda harder to
predict. However, during its first two years in power, the AKP has not only worked hard to fulfil
EU demands concerning issues of economics and human rights and liberties, but also striven to
maintain the image of Turkey as a secular country while simultaneously adhering to religious
values.137
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4.2

Security Development

The Turkish security concerns have naturally centered primarily on the war in Iraq in general and
the Kurdish-dominated area in particular during 2003 and 2004. In mid-autumn 2003, Turkey’s
relations with Iraq and the Kurdish north of Iraq became truly hostile as both the Kurdish officials
and Iraqi provisional officials in general reacted strongly against Turkish declarations that they
were ready to send 10,000 troops to bolster the U.S. led occupation force in Iraq. However, since
that time and after Turkey’s reversal of this decision in the face of the strong Iraqi protests,
Turkey’s relations with the officials of the Kurdish area have steadily improved, although the issue
remains sensitive.138
Even if the Turkish concerns about the political future of the Kurdish-dominated northern Iraq
remain strong, a year after the war Turkish officials had reportedly begun to view the relatively
calm northern Iraq as a buffer zone separating Turkey from the increasingly unstable central and
southern Iraq. As a further sign of the improved Turkish-Kurdish relations, a leading Kurdish
official has praised the renewed efforts to increase business between Turkey and Kurdish businesses
as a good way to promote neighbourly relations.139 However, the tensions might increase again if
the Kurdish areas should become more deeply involved in the fighting in the rest of the country and
if the Kurds start pressing harder for independence or greater autonomy within Iraq.140
Turkey appears increasingly to have come to accept a relatively strong autonomy and even a federal
status for the Kurdish North of Iraq. However, the future status of Kirkuk remains one of the most
sensitive issues in the Turkish-Iraqi relations. The Kurds of Iraq have gradually increased its de
facto influence over Kirkuk and the surrounding area since April 2003, which was not part of the
Kurd-controlled area before the fall of the Baath party regime. A federal status for the Kurddominated north including Kirkuk would give the Iraqi Kurds control over significant oil resources.
The economic potential and associated political strength such a region could gain is likely to appeal
to the Kurds living in the relatively poor south-eastern parts of Turkey and serve as a further
incentive for the Turkish Kurds to press for a higher level of independence.141
The strains on the Turkish relationship with its primary security partner, the United States, seem
also to have healed quite well a year after the war. Apart from the U.S. irritation about not being
able to launch an attack from Turkish territory, Turkey has been upset with the USA for not moving
decisively against the estimated 5,000 PKK fighters in northern Iraq and about the arrest of a
number Turkish Special Forces on Iraqi territory. However, after Prime Minister Recep Tayyip
Erdogan’s visit to the United States in January 2004, the countries seemed intent on maintaining the
existing security relations and deepening the economic and political relations.142
Washington has been using the Turkish Incirlik military base to rotate troops in and out of Iraq,
which signals that Turkey and the United States still have an important strategic cooperation.
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Moreover, Turkey may be prepared to participate to a larger extent in the reconstruction in Iraq and
perhaps serve as an unofficial mediator between the United States and the Muslim world.143
In addition to its membership in NATO and close security cooperation with the United States,
Turkey has developed quite close relations with Israel, including in the security sphere.144 This is
another factor that is likely to make Turkey seem like a legitimate target for some Islamist terrorist
groups.
4.3

Internal Politics

Internally, the AKP’s accession to power has not led to any reversal of Turkey’s secular profile,
although suspicions remain among secularised Turks about the AKP long-term ambitions and
divergent opinions on how Islamist the AKP might become. The AKP’s position as a majority party
and dominant political force in Turkey has enabled it to pass a vast array of internal reforms, in
particular concerning democratic development, and the AKP has continued to promote close
cooperation with the West in its external contacts. However, the AKP’s success in the election has
also meant that there are many new parliamentarians who lack previous experience from national
politics.145
Erdogan, the AKP party leader who became prime minister in February 2004, is considered to be a
conservative Muslim. Even so, fears about AKP’s policy in general and the need to make a clear
distinction between the AKP’s Islamic policy and the ideas of for example Islamist extremists or
terrorists, has reportedly compelled Erdogan to convey a strict secular message in his public
statements and policies.146
However, opponents to the AKP within the state bureaucracy, the powerful military and even
President Ahmet Necdet Sezer warn that there are some strong Islamist factions within the AKP.
The AKP is likely to try to manoeuvre carefully in order not to provoke either of these forces and
the military in particular, which according to polls is the state institution that most Turks have the
highest confidence in.147 The fact that many of the AKP’s front figures are former members of the
Islamist Welfare Party that was forced from power in 1997 by a coup initiated by the military
makes the relationship extra sensitive.148
The AKP has taken measures aimed to curb the military’s influence over civil matters and
simultaneously to increase civilian control of the military. Such a measure not only suits the AKP’s
internal political agenda nicely, but has also been a requirement by the EU. In late July 2003,
Turkey’s Grand National Assembly passed a package of laws that restricts executive powers of the
National Security Council (MGK). The MGK, which brings together senior politicians with the top
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army generals was originally established as an advisory council on security issues, but subsequently
extended its influence over government policy in general.149
Despite moving ahead with democratic reforms, Turkey has been criticised for its breaches against
human rights – in particular the still widespread use of torture – and its treatment of the Kurdish
minority. The latter is a constant source of tension, but the risk for renewed violence appears low in
the short-term perspective unless something radical happens either domestically or involving the
Kurds in Iraq. It is possible to print books and newspapers in Kurdish in Turkey today, but the
access to broadcast media and education in Kurdish is severely restricted.150 Freedom House
consequently classified Turkey as only partly free in its survey in 2003 – the only Western and
NATO country not to be listed as “free”.151
4.4

Economic Development

Although Erdogan got some promises that the Turkish-U.S. economic contacts may intensify in
2004, he did not manage to ease the restrictions attached to an 8.5 billion U.S.-dollar credits that
Turkey has been offered by the United States. In particular, Turkey has been reluctant to use the
credit unless it can persuade the U.S. to drop the condition that Turkey must promise not to
intervene militarily in Iraq. The United States has acknowledged the Turkish fears about antiTurkish activities in northern Iraq and the PKK and its successor organisations remain on its list of
terrorist organisations. However, they have not dropped the anti-intervention condition.152
In the meantime, thanks to both U.S. and other international assistance, the rapidly increasing trade
with northern Iraq and the AKP’s tough economic policy, the Turkish economy began to rise out of
the previous deep recession during the autumn 2003. Erdogan has managed to implement the
measures dictated by the International Monetary Fund’s aid program despite internal opposition.153
The Gross National Product and industrial output have grown, the stock market has improved and
the inflation has fallen. However, the unemployment rate continues to be high. According to the
State Institute of Statistic, the unemployment rate was 10.3 per cent in December 2003, but the
regional differences are substantial and the unemployment rate for southeastern Turkey is estimated
to be twice as high as the national average. Furthermore, the earlier high level of inflation still
continues to affect the economy of many Turks.154 The prospects for the Turkish economy generally
seem quite optimistic but will also depend to a large extent on the development in Iraq.
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4.5

Foreign Political Relations

Turkish foreign policy has to a large extent focused on its efforts to gain membership in the EU.
However, despite a generally positive attitude to a future Turkish membership the negotiations have
so far always been postponed. In connection with the Iraqi war and after the bombings in Istanbul,
some EU countries urged that the process for Turkey to gain membership in the EU should be
hastened. A Turkish membership would be a signal to the Muslim world and the many Muslims
already living within the EU that the EU is not against closer contacts with the Muslim world in
general and Turkey might also act as a mediator between the EU and the Muslim world.155
By contrast, politicians and the population in some other EU member states have expressed fears
about bringing Turkey into the EU because it is a large and populous Muslim country in addition to
the economic impact that a Turkish membership could have on the EU. However, the prospects for
membership is still to a large extent dependent on the implementation of Turkish internal reforms,
in particular in the field of human rights where the EU still remains critical although it appreciates
the efforts to improve the state of the economy and of the political sphere more generally. In the
autumn 2004, representatives from the EU commission declared that Turkey and other prospective
EU candidates would be judged on the bases of enacted and irreversible reforms, not just policy
declarations and legislation.156
Moreover, the Turkish willingness to engage more in trying to achieve a unification of Cyprus
before the Greek Cypriot part became member of the EU might also have contributed to an
improved Turkish standing among the EU countries.157 However, the tense relation between Cyprus
and Turkey could still affect the Turkish membership talks with the EU. For example, the Greek
Cypriot President said that Cyprus could block a future Turkish membership if Turkey fails to
implement a decision to expand its customs union with the EU to include also the Republic of
Cyprus. This would mean an unofficial Turkish recognition of Cyprus, but Turkish officials have
ruled out an official recognition until the island becomes united.158
In December 2004, the EU decided that Turkey could start negotiations on membership in the EU
beginning in the autumn 2005. However, despite Turkish protests, the final communiqué on starting
the negotiation with Turkey stated that the discussions would be open-ended and consequently gave
no guarantee that they would result in a future Turkish membership. Moreover, regardless of the
final result, the negotiations are expected to continue for more than a decade.159
Turkish Prime Minister Erdogan has stressed a Turkish ambition to have an active foreign policy
with its neighbours in general in order to promote stability. Turkey has had good relations with
Syria, Palestine and Israel and has at least previously offered to mediate between these
countries/authorities.160 Turkey’s relations with Syria have improved quite significantly in
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connection with the war in Iraq since both states have similar interests in containing the Iraqi
Kurdish calls for greater autonomy or independence. Similarly, as was shown above, Turkey’s
relations with Iran have also functioned relatively smoothly during 2003 and 2004 because of
mutual interests in Iraq.161
Moreover, Turkey hopes that the completion of the Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan pipeline for transporting
the Caspian oil resources to the Black Sea will not only bring Turkey closer to the countries in the
Caucasus and Central Asia, but also contribute to both economic benefits and consequently stability
in the wider region. So far, the real Turkish influence in these countries has varied quite
considerably.162 The pipeline is expected to be operational in mid-2005. By November, about 90 per
cent of the pipeline had been completed and BTC officials were planning to start exporting oil from
Ceyhan in June 2005.163
In the case of Armenia, Turkey’s relations with its Caucasus neighbour remain severed and chances
for any fast improvements seem thin. In mid-2003, Turkey suggested the possibility opening up the
border to Armenia that was sealed in 1993 during the war between Armenia and Azerbaijan.
However, Turkish officials subsequently put the issue on ice again due to Azerbaijani concerns that
opening the border would make Armenia less inclined to make future concessions concerning
Nagorno-Karabakh.164 Russian cooperation will probably be needed for solving the issue, since the
locked border to Turkey (and Azerbaijan) is a main factor contributing to making Armenia
dependent on Russia.165 Opening the border could contribute to the development of the poorer
eastern part of Turkey and give a boost to the export of Turkish products.
4.6

Conclusions

During 2004, some of Turkey’s security concerns seem once again to have abated. In particular, the
relations with the Kurdish area in northern Iraq have at least temporarily improved and so have
Turkey’s relations with many of its Muslim neighbours that share the same concerns as Turkey
about the future in Iraq. Turkey has also managed to re-establish good relations with the United
States and improved its position in the eyes of the EU in connection with the Cyprus issue. On the
other hand, Turkey has become the target of terrorist attacks during the autumn 2003, which shows
that Turkey’s role as a democratic Muslim country with good relations to the West makes it a
legitimate target in the eyes of some fundamentalist groups. Furthermore, the unstable situation in
Iraq still presents a threat to Turkey that is not only connected to the status of the Kurdish areas.
Turkey’s internal political situation has been relatively calm during 2003 and 2004 as much of the
political focus has been pre-occupied with the war in Iraq and the terrorist attacks in Istanbul.
Furthermore, the AKP’s achievements in the economic sphere and the improvements in the
relations with both the United States and the EU have also served to ease the domestic differences,
at least in the short run. However, continued economic improvements remain to a large extent
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dependent on external relations and the future of the war in Iraq and there are lingering internal
suspicions against the future agenda of the AKP party that could easily intensify.
In short summary,
•

Turkey’s security related agenda continues to be dominated by the Iraqi instability and the
future prospects are consequently uncertain

•

the internal political situation seems relatively stable, but tensions remain that could
intensify

•

the foreign political relations have to a large extent improved as a consequence of the war in
Iraq
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5

Azerbaijan

Population: 7,830,764 (July 2003 estimate)166
Major ethnic groups: Azeris 90%, Dagestanis 3.2%, Russians 2.5%, Armenians 2% (1998
estimate)167
Border countries: Armenia (with Azerbaijan-proper) 556 km, Iran (with Azerbaijan-proper) 432
km, Georgia 322 km, Russia 284 km, Armenia (with Azerbaijan-Naxcivan exclave) 179 km,
Turkey 9 km168
President: Heydar Aliyev
GDP per capita: purchasing power parity - $3,500 (2002 estimate)169
Armed forces: 66,490 (estimate)170
5.1

Introduction

Azerbaijan held widely criticised presidential elections during the autumn of 2003 that as expected
confirmed Ilham Aliev’s take-over of power after his deceased father. Ilham, who was initially seen
as a weaker leader than his father, cracked down hard on the opposition protests against the flawed
elections. Many internal observers believe that he is committed to implementing – in particular – a
number of economic reforms, but many are also doubtful about his ability to succeed.171 Despite
international protests about the conduct of the elections, both the United States and Russia
welcomed the election results.172
Turkey remains Azerbaijan’s main security partner and Azerbaijan has also cooperated closely with
the United States and NATO since the time when the country became independent. In the last
couple of years, however, Azerbaijan’s relations with Russia have also improved significantly
despite lingering differences over, for example, how to solve the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict
between Azerbaijan and Armenia. For the United States as well as Turkey, maintaining stability is
essential to ensure the completion and future success of the Baku-Tblisi-Ceyhan pipeline project
into which both countries have invested heavily, both in economic and political terms.173
5.2

Security Development

During Heidar Aliev’s state visit to Moscow in January 2002, he and Vladimir Putin discussed
mutual efforts to fight terrorism and ensure stability in the Caucasus, including a peaceful solution
to the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict that should be beneficial for both Armenia and Azerbaijan.174 The
meeting also resulted in a preliminary agreement between Russia and Azerbaijan on the division of
the Caspian Sea, which meant that Russia, Azerbaijan and Kazakhstan had a unified position vis-à166
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vis Iran and Turkmenistan.175 Another important concrete result of the meeting was the agreement
on the Russian lease of the Gabala radar station for which Russia will pay almost 7 million U.S.dollars a year for a ten-year period.176 During Ilham Aliev’s visit to Russia two years later, earlier
cooperation agreements between Azerbaijan and Russia were reaffirmed and extended.177
Apart from security and economic issues brought up during Ilham’s visit to Moscow, Ilham Aliev
expressed his desire for a more active Russian role in the OSCE’s Minsk group in order to break the
Nagorno-Karabakh stalemate.178 According to several analysts there has been an increasing
understanding within the new Aliev administration during 2003 and 2004 that Azerbaijan needs
Russia’s cooperation in order to be able to solve the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute. Many experts also
believe that the strengthened relations with Russia are a result of Azerbaijani disappointment in the
perceived U.S. reluctance to support Azerbaijan and make a strong commitment within the Minsk
group concerning Nagorno-Karabakh.179 Whether the Azerbaijani rapprochement with Russia will
pay off with regard to Nagorno-Karabakh yet remains to be seen.
The status quo on Nagorno-Karabakh is deeply entrenched and few observers expect either a quick
solutions to the conflict or a renewed military action. Although formally part of Azerbaijan and
unrecognised by any other state – including Armenia – almost all of the former autonomous
republic’s territory has been under the control of Karabakhi Armenians since it was occupied in
connection with the 1992-1994 war between Azerbaijan and Armenia. Nagorno-Karabakh today
functions as a separate state with, for example, its own army and president.180
Even though the scenario of a re-ignited conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh probably poses the most
likely risk for a military conflict between the Azerbaijani army and another party that would also
have very serious regional consequences, the prospects for such a scenario seem consequently
distant. In the meantime, however, frustrations are growing in Azerbaijan over the continued loss of
Nagorno-Karabakh and the inability of the Minsk group to solve the conflict despite prolonged
rounds of negotiations. The Armenian occupation of part of territory that belonged to Azerbaijan
proper – forming a corridor between Nagorno-Karabakh and Armenia – has been a particular sour
issue for Azerbaijan.181
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In January 2005, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe (PACE) adopted a
resolution that was favourable to Azerbaijan on several accounts, for example by supporting
Azerbaijani demands that all Armenian troops should be withdrawn from Azerbaijani territory
before negotiations on the future status of Karabakh. However, the resolution also demanded that
the Azerbaijani regime should engage in direct negotiations with the Nagorno-Karabakhi leaders,
which the regime has so far refused to do.182
In a wording that was particularly upsetting for the Armenians, the resolution stated that large-scale
ethnic expulsions had taken place as a result of the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict (compare with
section 6.2 on Armenian security development). However, with one important exception, an OSCE
fact-finding mission into occupied Azerbaijani territory found no supporting evidence to the
Azerbaijani accusations that Armenian authorities have deliberately sent more than 20,000 settlers
to the area. According to the OSCE team – the first to enter the area since the end of the fighting in
1994 – the Armenian migration to the occupied areas was judged to be spontaneous in six of the
seven inspected districts. The exception was the Lacin district that forms a strategic corridor
between Armenia and Nagorno-Karabakh.183
During Ilham Aliev’s visit to Russia in February 2004, he downplayed the possibility that
Azerbaijan might join Western institutions like the EU and NATO, which has been a stated aim of
Azerbaijan since the country gained independence, saying it was a matter for the future.184
Nevertheless, Azerbaijan is likely to continue to uphold good security relations with the United
States and Turkey, at the same time as it tries to improve relations with Russia and Iran. All these
countries can contribute in different ways to Azerbaijan’s security (or lack thereof) and potentially
help solve some sensitive issues in line with Azerbaijani interests.185
Concerning Azerbaijan’s relations with NATO, the hostile Azerbaijani-Armenian relations once
more contributed to frictions in Azerbaijani dealings with external forces during the autumn 2004.
In September 2004, the Azerbaijani government refused to grant visas to the Armenian officers who
were supposed to participate in the NATO Partnership for Peace exercise Cooperative Best Effort
2004 on Azerbaijani territory. As a consequence, NATO decided to cancel the exercise, referring to
the fact that the principle of inclusiveness had been violated. Regional analysts have concluded that
the main reason for the late Azerbaijani refusal to except Armenian participation in the event was
due to the strong internal opposition because of the conflict over Nagorno-Karabakh. Ilham Aliev’s
still relatively weak position can also have contributed to the decision not to go against public
sentiments. Moreover, some analysts believe that the Azerbaijani perception of NATO’s weak
stance on the Nagorno-Karabakh issue also may have influenced the decision.186
Azerbaijan has supported the United States’ war on terrorism and USA seems anxious to maintain
the relatively close security relations with Azerbaijan that were fostered during the reign of Heydar
Aliev. U.S. oil companies have invested heavily in the extraction of oil from the Caspian Sea Basin
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and in building the BTC pipeline. Consequently, during the visits of a number of U.S. senior
officials to Azerbaijan since Ilham Aliev was elected president, security in the Caspian Sea basin
and for the BTC pipeline have been issues of particular concern. Defence Secretary Donald
Rumsfeld’s promise to increase U.S. military assistance to Azerbaijan and a subsequent 10 million
U.S.-dollar grant given to Azerbaijan to fight the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction
seemed to confirm this dedication.187
Apart from Azerbaijan’s interest in U.S. support for help in settling the division of the Caspian Sea
and securing the BTC pipeline, there have been many speculations about whether the United States
would build a permanent military base in Azerbaijan. The Pentagon has earlier conducted
inspections of a number of airbases that could be suitable for a U.S. base.188 In connection with the
announcement in August 2004 that the United States would redeploy its troops from Europe to socalled forward staging bases, Azerbaijan was again mentioned as a strong candidate for hosting
such a base. However, a month later, the U.S. ambassador to Azerbaijan declared that no such
basing in Azerbaijan was currently under discussion.189
5.3

Internal Politics

Ilham Aliev’s presidency has been questioned from the beginning. He has succeeded his father as
president but has no substantial political background and was consequently expected to lack his
father’s governing skills. Ilham Aliev’s position as president was forecasted by analysts to be
largely dependent on his father’s political and economic allies, especially those in control of the
energy sector, and he was also be expected to be more disputed by both the public and the political
opposition than his father. Not surprisingly, the popular uprising that led to the fall of Eduard
Shevardnadze in Georgia caused deep concern within the new presidential regime.190 However, as a
Western-trained and experienced economist, Ilham Aliev could also be expected to implement
necessary economic reforms that might strengthen his future position if they became successful.
In an apparent attempt to strengthen the new presidency, Ilham Aliev’s first months in power were
marked by a new level of government crack-down on opposition activity and the media. These
actions raised sharp international protests from human rights organisations and international
political institutions like the Council of Europe’s Parliamentary Assembly. While the opposition
temporarily became more muted, the opposition parties later increased their criticism of the conduct
of Ilham Aliev’s administration, claiming both that no steps have been made to improve the
economy and that corruption has grown even worse since the elections.191
Despite their mutual hostility towards the government, the four main opposition parties remained
split during the main part of 2003 and 2004 on who should take the leading role in engaging the
leadership and on whether a direct dialogue with the ruling authorities is worthwhile or not. For
example, the chairman of the Musavat Party, Isa Gambar, who was the candidate that officially
received the most votes of the opposition candidates and claims that he actually won the election.
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After the election, Gambar argued that he alone should represent the opposition in talks with the
regime and that any other opposition leader engaging in such talks would be a traitor.192
However, in early 2005, three of the major opposition parties formed a coalition that would
participate in the up-coming parliamentary elections in November 2005. The new bloc – “Ugur” or
success – joined the Azerbaijan Democratic Party, Popular Front Party and Musavat in a coalition
that Isa Gambar claimed could collect as much as 75 per cent of the votes.193 Since the proportional
election system was replaced with a majoritarian system in 2002, forming a coalition has been
essential for the opposition parties in order to be able to really challenge the ruling New Azerbaijan
Party.194
Because of the lack of unity within the opposition during 2003 and 2004 and since it lacks public
resources, the most likely threat to Ilham Aliev’s position has been expected to come rather from
within his own party and clan, than from the outside. If the opposition coalition manages to stick
together, they now have the opportunity to present a real choice to the ruling party. Concerning the
infighting within the ruling elite, political analysts have noted that there are lingering frictions
between parts of the old ruling elite that has stayed on since Heydar Aliev’s presidency and the new
members of the government and administration who are close to Ilham Aliev. Nevertheless, Ilham
Aliev has shown that he has the political ability to balance the competing interests well enough to
stay in power during his first year as president.195 The political debate ahead of the parliamentary
elections is likely to affect also the internal climate within the ruling elite and could consequently
become a major political challenge for Ilham Aliev in 2005.
5.4

Economic Development

Azerbaijan’s improved relations with Russia are not only linked to the security sphere, but also a
result of the close economic relations between the two countries that have continued to improve
during the last years. Bilateral trade grew quickly in both 2002 and 2003 and in connection with his
visit to Russia in February 2004 Ilham Aliev made it easier for Russian business interests to invest
in Azerbaijan, in particular in the energy sector.196 Azerbaijan also pledged to continue to export oil
via the Russian Novorossisk pipeline even after the BTC pipeline has become operational.197
According to information from the Marketing and Economic Department of the State Oil Company
of the Azerbaijan Republic (SOCAR) in early 2005, the company planned to export 2,5 million tons
of crude oil via Novorossisk in 2005, which is the same amount as the preceding year.198
Internationally, the discussions about Azerbaijani economy have focused on the BTC pipeline. The
international creditors signed an agreement about a new package of loans for the construction of the
pipeline in February 2004. At the time, the Azerbaijani part of the pipeline was estimated to be
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completed in September 2004 as the first of the legs in the three countries.199 In early 2005, the
president of SOCAR announced that the construction was delayed in all three countries. However,
he predicted that the Azerbaijani part would be completed during the spring 2005 and that the total
pipeline could still become operational by mid-2005.200
The Azerbaijani economy has continued to grow during 2003 and 2004, with a 10.2 per cent GDP
growth in 2004 marking the best year in a decade in terms of macro economic indicators. GDP has
been forecasted to continue to grow also during the next few years. Furthermore, a number of
reform proposals have been passed during Ilham Aliev’s presidency that are expected to curb the
widespread corruption and contribute to a diversification of the economy. Despite these promising
trends, the Azerbaijani economy remains precariously dependent on the oil sector and a number of
additional measures need to be taken in order to substantially strengthen the non-oil sector.201
Economic analysts as well as the political opposition has criticised the government of painting a too
rosy picture of the Azerbaijani economy. According to the critics, the economic improvements have
to a large extent been the result of the high international prices on oil and gas during the last years.
Criticism has also been raised against how the government has chosen to spend the means from the
State Oil Fund, implying that too little of the means has reached the population so far. For example,
there has been a lingering energy crisis in Azerbaijan that the government has so far been unable to
solve despite the raised export revenues. Moreover, the poverty level in Azerbaijan is officially
estimated to remain above 40 per cent.202
Azerbaijan has been rated as one of the most corrupt countries in the world. According to a study by
the Heritage Foundation, Azerbaijan has a weak banking system, low level of private sector
economy and, crucially, a weak judicial system that cannot provide sufficient protection for private
property. Due to these deficiencies, corruption has become the primary method to solve tariff
problems and disputes and is spread throughout society. Few observers expect the new anticorruption law to have any significant impact on the level of corruption in the country in the short
perspective even though it constitutes an initiative in the right direction. The law was signed by the
president in January 2004 and entered into effect a year later, in January 2005.203
Ilham Aliev has a Western and business oriented background and is interested in implementing
reforms. However, the depth of the economic problems in Azerbaijan in combination with the
political differences within the ruling elite makes it unlikely that Ilham Aliev will be able to
produce fast economic improvements that could benefit the major part of the population in the short
run. Economic progress has been made, but the economy is still to a large extent based on a single
item and it will take time before the new reforms can lead to any widespread economic
improvements for Azerbaijani society.
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5.5

Foreign Political Relations

As was implied in the section on security development, Azerbaijan has during Ilham Aliev’s time as
president tried to establish a more balanced foreign policy compared to the mainly Western oriented
policy during his father’s presidency. Most strikingly, Iran has pursued better relations with Russia
and Iran while simultaneously maintaining good relations with the United States and Europe. To
many observers, this has partly been the result of a perceived lack of strong support from the United
States concerning some Azerbaijani key foreign policy issues and the Nagorno-Karabakh
settlement, in particular.204
The negotiations on the division of the Caspian Sea have earlier to a large extent foundered on
disagreements between Azerbaijan and Iran.205 Furthermore, in 2001 Iranian military clashed with
Azerbaijani vessels in the Caspian Sea and Iran also raised strong protests against the naval
exercises held by Azerbaijan in cooperation with the United States in August 2003 with the aim to
prevent attacks against oil platforms and terrorist insurgents.206 However, soon after Ilham Aliev
became president, signals emerged from the Azerbaijani side that it was prepared to cooperate more
closely with Iran.
Apart from more expected visits to Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan and Turkey, Ilham Aliev has also
visited Iran after becoming president. In combination with new initiatives in the Nagorno-Karabakh
negotiations and improved relations with Russia, the new overtures to Iran could lead to a
significantly improved foreign policy climate for Azerbaijan in its neighbouring region. As with the
other policy fields, it remains to be seen if Ilham Aliev will be able to manage such a balancing act
between its foreign policy priorities, in particular with regard to potential American reactions.207
Turkey has been Azerbaijan’s main regional strategic ally. The strong cultural and linguistic ties
that exist between the two countries have contributed to the development of political, economic and
military ties during the years of Azerbaijani independence. For example, the Turkish military has
helped train the new Azerbaijani army. During the last years, the construction of the BTC pipeline
has become a particularly strong uniting link between Azerbaijan and Turkey. However, as Turkey
has deepened its efforts to join the EU, concerns have arisen in Azerbaijan about the improved
Turkish-Armenian relations and the prospects that these could lead to pro-Armenian concessions
from Turkey on key Azerbaijani foreign policy issues. Overall, however, the two countries still
have a number of uniting factors in common and Azerbaijan in particular is likely to be very
interested in maintaining close relations with Turkey.208
The new Georgian President Mikhail Saakashvili has been anxious to maintain good relations with
Azerbaijan – not least out of concern for the BTC project – and Azerbaijan was the third country
Saakashvili visited after he became president. During these talks, the presidents discussed the
mutual problems of ethnic separatism, in addition to economic relations and the BTC construction.
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There have been some frictions in Azerbaijani-Georgian relations during 2004, for example
concerning the treatment of ethnic Azerbaijanis in Georgia. Another factor worsening relations was
the Azerbaijani decision to introduce a limit on cargo transits from Azerbaijan to Georgia in
November 2004 on the grounds that part of these were transported on to Armenia. However,
because of the importance of the links uniting the countries, including the BTC, the two
governments are not likely to let these frictions grow into serious disputes.209
5.6

Conclusions

In terms of external security, the lingering dispute over Nagorno-Karabakh poses the most
threatening scenario of a military conflict that would be likely to involve a number of countries in
the neighbouring region. However, at the end of the year 2004 the prospects for such a conflict
appeared small in a short-term perspective, as did the possibility for a quick settlement of the
conflict. The dispute over the division of the Caspian Sea seemed also likely to remain unresolved
for the foreseeable future, despite some progress in the negotiations on low-key issues.
Internally, Ilham Aliev’s new position as president has been challenged by the opposition and is
considered to be weak vis-à-vis the allies of his father within the ruling clan and party and
consequently also within the ruling business elite. However, the opposition has been internally
divided on how to confront the regime. Moreover, none of the other major international powers that
have stakes in the Azerbaijani development have appeared willing to support an oppositional
candidate to Ilham Aliev so far. In this respect, the new government’s strategy of balancing the
interests of Russia and the United States have proved successful during 2003 and 2004. However,
the position of the ruling clan around Ilham Aliev could become increasingly challenged if the
opposition manages to stay united ahead of the parliamentary elections in November 2005.
Concerning the Azerbaijani foreign policy in general, Azerbaijan has managed to open up better
relations with primarily Russia and Iran, while maintaining favourable contacts with its former
allies. The improved relations with Iran provides quite a contrast to the hostility that characterised
the relations a few years ago, even though there are a number of issues that could complicate the
relations in the future. Azerbaijan’s relations with Russia have continued to improve despite the
Azerbaijani-Armenian deadlock and so has the relations with Kazakhstan on the other side of the
Caspian Sea. Azerbaijan’s relations with Turkey and the new regime in Georgia have continued to
be positive and are likely to remain stable, not the least because of the mutual interest in the
successful completion of the BTC pipeline.
In short summary,
• Azerbaijan’s external security situation has remained quite stable during 2003 and 2004 and
no short-term solutions can be expected either in the Nagorno-Karabakh or the Caspian Sea
disputes
• Ilham Aliev has asserted his position as president since the autumn 2003 despite his
comparatively weak position and the unsolved socio-economic problems in the country, but
could become increasingly challenged in 2005 if the opposition manages to stay united
• Azerbaijan has gained improved relations with Russia and Iran during Ilham Aliev’s
presidency, while maintaining relatively close relations with the United States and Europe,
even though the dispute with Armenia sometimes has had a negative impact on external
relations
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6 Armenia
Population: 3,326,448 (July 2003 estimate)210
Major ethnic groups: Armenians 93%, Russians 2%, Azeri 1% (as early as the end of 1993, almost
all Azeris formerly living in Armenia had emigrated from the country), others (mostly Yezidi
Kurds) 4% (2002)211
Border countries: Azerbaijan-proper 556 km, Turkey 268 km, Azerbaijan-Naxcivan exclave 221
km, Georgia 164 km, Iran 35 km212
President: Robert Kocharian
GDP per capita: purchasing power parity - $3,800 (2001 estimate)213
Armed forces: 44,874 (estimate)214

6.1 Introduction
Armenia held highly disputed presidential and parliamentary elections in 2003 that have had
repercussions on the internal political stability ever since. In the spring 2004, several thousand
people participated in protests against the regime intended to force President Robert Kocharian to
resign. The authorities responded by forcefully cracking down on the protesters. The regime’s
heavy-handed responses against the opposition are only likely to further increase the hostility of the
former and the discontent among the Armenian population in general and have made certain that the
major security threat against Armenia is internal strife, not any external threats.215
The major external threat lies in the possibility of a resumption of the fighting with Azerbaijan over
Nagorno-Karabakh, which would involve not only these two countries, but also Russia, the United
States, Turkey and possibly Iran. Russia remains Armenia’s primary strategic and economic
partner, but Armenia has also managed to maintain quite good relations with the United States and
Iran. Moreover, despite EU criticism of the flawed elections and democratic backlash currently
visible in Armenia, Armenian relations with the EU have generally remained positive. Regarding
Turkey, relations have become less antagonistic during the AKP’s rule in Turkey and in connection
with the increased efforts to join the EU, although the prospects for opening up the border between
the two countries still seem distant.216
6.2

Security Development

Apart from having a hostile relationship with Azerbaijan, Armenia has been a relatively stable
country squeezed in between relatively unstable neighbouring countries, with Georgia as the most
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obvious case. This factor seems sometimes to have contributed to a more beneficial view on
Armenia on the part of the United States and the EU than it has warranted in practice. It is
consequently not surprising that the Armenian leaders were anxious about the impact that the
peaceful revolution in Georgia might have on Armenia. Not only did it worry the increasingly
authoritarian regime in Armenia because it could constitute an example for the Armenian
opposition and population (as it obviously has done). It also implied the possibility of increased
pressure on Armenia to implement real political and economic reforms.
The role of the Armenian diaspora has been one factor contributing to the lesser pressure put on
Armenia than on some of its neighbours from for example the EU and the United States. It has also
had an impact on the continued stand-off between Armenia and Turkey because of Turkey’s strong
support for Azerbaijan in the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute.217 Nagorno-Karabakh remains the most
challenging external security problem for Armenia. The negotiations have remained deadlocked,
but the fact that there was a resumption of direct talks between the Azerbaijani and Armenian
presidents might still be seen as a positive development.218
However, since the positions of both presidents are internally weak after the flawed elections, both
presidents can be expected to officially embrace the most populist positions in their respective
countries. Consequently, Robert Kocharian began his new term as president by stating that he will
not back from the demand that Nagorno-Karabakh should either be granted independence or be
formally annexed to Armenia.219 Over the years preceding and following the Nagorno-Karabakh
war, the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute has turned into a symbolic issue in Armenia. NagornoKarabakh has come to represent the historical injustices Armenia has suffered from Turks, which
has very little to do with present-day Nagorno-Karabakh. As a consequence, the issue has become
extremely sensitive in Armenian politics and the politicians have been very hesitant to embrace
initiatives aimed at reaching a solution that involves compromises.220
The Armenian PACE delegation raised strong protests against the January 2005 PACE resolution,
which it saw as Azerbaijani biased. The resolution criticised the continued occupation of
Azerbaijani territory by Armenian forces and gave support to the Azerbaijani demand that all
Armenian occupying forces should be withdrawn from Azerbaijani territory before the future status
of Nagorno-Karabakh is settled. By contrast, Armenia has insisted that the status of Karabakh
should be settled before any troop withdrawal. Furthermore, the Armenians were particularly upset
about a passage in the resolution that stated that the conflict had led to large-scale ethnic expulsions
that had resulted in the creation of mono-ethnic areas.221
Armenia has been Russia’s only close security partner in the South Caucasus within the
Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS), both bilaterally and as a partner in all security
cooperation within the CIS framework, including the Collective Security Treaty. For example, in
mid-September 2001, Sergei Ivanov confirmed after a meeting that Russia and Armenia would form
joint military units. These would serve to strengthen the Russian military presence in Armenia (i.e.,
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apart from the 102nd Russian military base already in Armenia, which is the largest Russian
military base in the South Caucasus).222
Russia hopes to be able to deploy the forces it has kept in Georgia to Armenia when these are
withdrawn, which could happen sometime in 2007. Armenia has reportedly agreed to this in
principle, but has attached a number of conditions that need to be further discussed.223 Furthermore,
as a result of a 2001 agreement that allowed Russia to purchase 100 percent of the shares in
Armenian plants, Russia has gained control over five per cent of Armenia’s defence and power
industries. A substantial part of these have been traded to Russia in exchange for debt reductions.
According to several observers, Russia has during 2003 and 2004 become increasingly intent on
gaining more economic leverage in Armenia in addition to its military presence.224
Even though the cooperation between Armenia and Russia remains strong, both countries have
some causes for concern about the relationship. For example, Russia is anxious not to jeopardise its
improved relations with Azerbaijan and wants to maintain a more balanced policy towards both
Armenia and Azerbaijan. This could contribute to a more constructive Russian stance concerning,
in particular, the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute. At the same time, it has reportedly already made parts
of the Armenian society question the potential support Armenia can get by maintaining preferable
relations with Russia. Furthermore, there have been some Russian concerns about the plans to build
a gas pipeline between Armenia and Iran, which would reduce the Armenian energy dependence on
Russia.225
Armenia remains to a large extent dependent on Russia for economic and military support, but has
also been anxious to strengthen its relations with the western countries in general and the United
States in particular, in line with the official foreign policy of complementarity. Armenia has
supported the U.S. war on terrorism and seems intent on continuing to participate actively within
the NATO Partnership for Peace Exercises. In 2004, a decision was taken to send about 50
Armenian troops to Iraq and Armenia is also sending some officers to study at U.S. military
colleges.226
However, according to the International Crisis Group, the Armenian public is still divided over the
increased military cooperation with the United States and in particular the decision to send troops to
Iraq. The Armenian regime is anxious about not provoking either the internal attitudes or potential
Russian reactions towards the increased security cooperation with the USA and NATO and
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consequently keeps a more distant relation to NATO than Azerbaijan and Georgia does. For
example, Robert Kocharian did not take part in the NATO summit held in Istanbul in June 2004.227
6.3

Internal Politics

The two main Armenian opposition parties – the so-called Justice Block and the National Unity
Party have been divided on how to best challenge the position of President Kocharian and his
administration, which they accuse of having usurped power in rigged elections in 2003. In general,
the opposition has embraced the surprising idea of holding a national referendum of confidence in
the president floated by Armenia’s High Court in connection with the flawed presidential elections
in the spring 2003. However, the opinions about the best means to force through such a referendum
have been divided. The parliamentary boycott launched by the two main opposition parties in early
2004 seemed to fail to impress the incumbent regime and prompted the more controversial decision
to organise massive public protests against the regime inspired by Georgia’s “revolution of
roses”.228
Kocharian’s regime claimed after its brutal break-up of the opposition protests in Armenia in April
2004 that the protesters had provoked the police and that the forceful actions were necessary to
combat political extremism that threatened the country. Apart from dispersing the protesters, the
authorities moved to shut down opposition party offices and arrest a number of opposition MPs,
prompting several prominent opposition figures to go into hiding. The Organisation for Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) claimed that both the opposition and the regime had taken
actions that had contributed to the violence.229
Despite international criticism, the parliament subsequently put a ban on all demonstrations held in
major public places like for example squares in the largest Armenian cities. Ahead of the new
political season in September 2004, the parliament ruled on an indefinite ban on demonstrations
outside the Presidential palace.230 Nevertheless, apart from holding joint demonstrations and
continuing to boycott the parliament, the opposition is to a large extent uncoordinated and has major
differences in particular concerning ideological issues. Furthermore, it has not been able to present a
unified political agenda that could offer a credible and concrete alternative to the present policy of
the ruling coalition. Consequently, the Armenian public has reportedly become increasingly
politically apathetic.231
The political apathy is one reason why the opposition has failed to gather significant crowds for
staging protests against the regime. Another factor is that, unlike the case of the Georgian Rose
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revolution, Armenia presently lacks a sufficiently charismatic opposition leader who is not
associated with old ruling elites in Armenian politics. There have been some talks about forming a
new opposition bloc, but it is still too early to predict whether such an initiative could lead to a
credible political alternative.232
Apart from the opposition protests, President Kocharian was also challenged from within the ruling
coalition during the spring 2004. The leader of one of the three parties taking part in the coalition
accused his coalition partners of manipulating the 2003 parliamentary election. Furthermore, he
accused Kocharian of not doing enough to stamp out corruption and injustices. Kocharian’s official
response was dismissive but rather cautious in order to try to preserve the coalition. These
accusations have further underscored Kocharian’s fragile position. However, since the party
launching the accusations did not object to the fraudulent presidential elections in 2003 that brought
Kocharian back for a second term, the chances of an alignment with the opposition outside the
ruling coalition appeared slim.233 Mainly, the coalition appears to have remained united because of
the mutual interest in staying in power.
6.4

Economic Development

Generally, the Armenian economic performance has been quite positive considering the obstacles
posed by both the Soviet heritage and a landlocked geographic position in combination with the
blocked borders to both the east and west since ten years back. Because of its macroeconomic
progress, Armenia has received substantial support from the international financial organisations
and the major donor countries, creating a rather heavy dependence on foreign assistance. However,
like most of its CIS neighbours, the government has not been equally successful in addressing the
growing economic inequalities and high unemployment rate. Nearly 50 per cent of the population is
officially estimated to be living below the poverty line and the standard of living has not improved
among the large part of the population despite the impressive macroeconomic numbers.234
The economic growth has to a large extent been concentrated to central Yerevan and has mainly
benefited people with connection to the government. By contrast, the situation across large parts of
the countryside remains unchanged with real unemployment estimated to approach 30 per cent. In
some villages, all men between 15 and 45 have reportedly left for work in Russia. According to the
International Organisation on Migration, over 1 million Armenians have left Armenia since the
country became independent. The remittances from the people working outside Armenia are
important for the families that remain in the country. However, the money is mainly used for
immediate consumption, which keeps down investments in small businesses. Furthermore, the huge
migration has created a substantial brain-drain at the same time as the education system continues to
erode and the people who have been most successful on the Russian work market have started to
apply for Russian citizenship.235
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The government has taken a number of measures intended to stamp out the lingering corruption in
Armenia. The Armenian economy grew by around 13 per cent in 2003, but in order to maintain the
economic growth, international organisations have tried to assist the Armenian government in
fighting corruption in order to attract more foreign investments to Armenia. Transparency
International listed Armenia as one of the least corrupt states in the former Soviet Union, but
corruption was nevertheless described as pervasive throughout the country. Observers have raised
concerns that the implementation of proposed legislation and the corruption within the
administration is likely to be inefficiently addressed.236
6.5

Foreign Political Relations

Armenia and Iran have had close historical relations and Iran has been one of Armenia’s closest
regional partners since the country gained independence. The closed borders to Turkey and
Azerbaijan have been a primary driving factor behind Armenia’s interest in maintaining a strategic
relationship with Iran. Apart from the northern route via Georgia, the Iranian border has represented
the only transportation route for trade in and out of Armenia since 1993 and account for
approximately 20 per cent of the Armenian land trade.237
During the early years of Armenian independence, Iran became Armenia’s most important trading
partner. The bilateral trade between Iran and Armenia has subsequently decreased, but the two
countries are involved in negotiations about longer-term projects, in particular in the energy sector.
Apart from smaller projects, like building a series of hydroelectric stations along a river that runs
between the two countries, the plans to build a gas pipeline connecting the two countries would be
the most important bilateral project. Some construction has reportedly already begun in 2004 and
there are plans to complete the first stage in 2007. However, there are analysts that dispute whether
Armenia will dare to provoke the United States – its largest bilateral donor – if the USA object too
strongly to the project. So far, the Armenian regime has expressed hopes that it will be able to
maintain preferable cooperation with both the United States and Iran.238
Some political parties in Armenia have looked quite favourably upon the prospects for normalising
bilateral relations between Armenia and Turkey. In particular, opening the Turkish-Armenian
border would give a boost to the trade between the two countries that now has to pass through either
Georgia or Iran. However, some influential political groups, like the most vocal part of the
Armenian diaspora and the smallest party within the present ruling coalition, strongly oppose a
resumption of bilateral relations with Turkey. They demand that Turkey first agrees to recognise the
massacre in 1915 of a large albeit disputed number of Armenians in the Ottoman Empire as
genocide.239
Like the case of the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute, Robert Kocharian has been reluctant to distance
himself from the groups that oppose a normalisation of relations with Turkey at a time when his
political position has been precarious. However, most Armenians reportedly favour increased
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cooperation and want to see the border reopened between the Armenia and Turkey. It has been
estimated that Armenian transportation costs to Europe would fall with 30 to 50 per cent if the
border would be opened. Apart from the obvious economic benefits, Armenian dependence on
Georgia and Iran would be substantially reduced. However, since so many countries have strong
interests in the issue – either in opening up or keeping the border closed – a joint effort involving
Russia as well as the United States and EU will be necessary in order to break the current deadlock.
The improved relations between Armenia and Turkey speak in favour of a solution, but it is not
likely to happen in the close future.240
Given Armenia’s blocked borders, it is not surprising that the Armenian regime was very cautious
in its reactions to the Georgian “Rose revolution”. Despite a number of obstacles in the ArmenianGeorgian relations, Armenia nevertheless had fairly stable and predictable relations with Georgia
under former president Eduard Shevardnadze, especially related to trade. Regardless of these fears,
the relations between Armenia and Georgia seem not to have deteriorated to any particular extent
during 2004, but are still significantly characterised by the Armenian dependence on Georgia. The
importance of relations with Georgia has increased even further during the last years as trading
costs via Georgia have decreased and contributed to a boost in Armenian trade with Russia, Ukraine
and Turkey at the expense of the traditionally important trading relations with Iran.241 However,
bilateral trade between Armenia and Georgia remains low and the two governments have tried to
use the role and status of the Armenian minority in Georgia to their own favour by manipulating
sentiments.242
6.6

Conclusions

Despite the unresolved status of the Nagorno-Karabakh dispute and Armenian concerns about the
revolution in Georgia, the external security threats against Armenia have largely remained
unchanged during 2003 and 2004. Internally, the regime under President Robert Kocharian has had
more reason to fear the example of the Georgian revolution. The protests against the regime have
been strong, in particular during the spring 2004. The growing economic disparities between the
ruling elite and the large part of the population have also continued to increase, further contributing
to the dissatisfaction with Kocharian’s government. The prospects for internal strife consequently
constitute the major threat of a violent conflict in Armenia. However, the established opposition has
so far failed to present a credible and truly challenging alternative to the present government.
Throughout 2003 and 2004, the Armenian foreign policy of complementarity appears to have been
quite successful. Armenia maintains close military and economic relations with Russia at the same
time as the relations with the United States have grown in importance. Moreover, Armenia has so
far been able to maintain favourable relations with Iran. However, there are strong differences
between various parts of the Armenian political elite and society over which relations that ought to
be prioritised. This forces the government to be very careful in its foreign relations in order not to
provoke too strong opposition either internally or from other countries.
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Armenia’s severed relations to Azerbaijan and Turkey remains the most important factors
threatening Armenian stability and economic development. The closed borders contribute to
Armenia’s continued regional isolation and keeps it locked out from important cooperation projects.
Armenia has small chances of improving these deadlocks by its own initiative, in particular since
Robert Kocharian’s political position remains so weak that it he is unlikely to press forward on
these sensitive issues. This may prove internally counterproductive in the long run, as this
impediment to the progress of the Armenian economy contributes to the general discontent and
dissatisfaction with the regime among the Armenian population. In time, this may make it easier for
the opposition to encourage larger groups of the population to participate in protests against the
regime.
The initiative for solving both the Nagorno-Karabakh conflict and removing the Turkish border
blockade must consequently come from the outside. Both the United States and the EU have
interests in solving these regional disputes. A consolidated encouragement and pressure from the
Europe and the USA could lead to intensified and more sincere negotiations and efforts to solve the
disputes. However, in order to reach a final solution, Russian support will also be crucial. So far,
neither of these powers have appeared sufficiently willing to push forward for a solution in the short
perspective.
In short summary,
•

there are no obvious increased external security threats to Armenia although the NagornoKarabakh dispute looks likely to remain unsettled for the foreseeable future and Armenia
has relatively close security cooperation with both Russia and the United States

•

internal political tensions have intensified primarily during the spring of 2004 and are likely
to continue to grow as long as the economic development in Armenia seems to benefit only
the people within the elite

•

Armenia has tried to develop better relations with regional countries in order to break its
present isolation but internal as well as external stalemates still converge to keep Armenia
out of any major regional cooperation projects
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Appendix 1
Iran’s top political power structure:
Supreme leader The incumbent supreme leader is Ayatollah Ali Khamenei. The supreme leader is
appointed for life by the Assembly of Experts and overrules all other authorities. He heads the
Office of the Supreme Leader of the Revolution, which consists of four permanent members who
are all high clerics and ten special advisors, plus a large number of other employees. The supreme
leader is responsible for choosing a number of key persons, including the clerics in the Guardians
Council, the head of the judiciary and the supreme commanders of both the regular military and
security services and of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC). The supreme leader is the
commander in chief of all armed forces and determines the main guidelines for the country’s
foreign policy as well as for the domestic policy.243
Assembly of Experts A constitutionally endorsed council that chooses the Supreme Leader from its
own ranks (and can remove him if he looses his ability to perform his duties). It consists of 86
clerical members who are elected for eight years by popular vote. Each of Iran’s 28 provinces has
the right to elect at least one cleric as its representative to the council. If the population of a
province exceeds one million people, it can elect an additional representative for each additional
half-million inhabitants. The candidates for the Assembly of Experts must be approved by the
Council of Guardians on the basis of, among other things, their knowledge of the Islamic
jurisprudence (feqh) and their proven loyalty to the Islamic Republic.244
Expediency Council The 31-member council is currently headed by former president Akbar
Hashemi Rafsanjani. The Expediency Council was set up to mediate in disputes between the
parliament and the Council of Guardians. The Expediency Council comprises members from
different ideological currents within the leadership elite. Since the parliamentary elections in 2000
that brought a majority of moderate or reformist politicians to power in the parliament, the
Expediency Council has mostly sided with the Council of Guardians in its arbitrations. The
members of the Expediency Council are appointed by the Supreme Leader.
Council of Guardians The 12 member council is currently headed by Ayatollah Ahmed Jannati,
who is considered as one of the leading hard-line conservative clerics. Half of the council members
are clerics directly chosen by the Supreme Leader. The other six members are jurists chosen by the
head of Iran’s judiciary, who in his turn has been appointed by the supreme leader, and approved by
the parliament. The Council of Guardians vets candidates for the presidential and parliamentary
elections, as well as for the elections for the Assembly of Experts. It also checks the compatibility
of elections passed by parliament with Islamic laws and the constitution. Bills that are rejected are
either sent back to parliament to be amended or to the Expediency Council for arbitration. Its
members serve six-year terms.245
President Incumbent president is Mohammad Khatami, who is considered as a moderate reformist.
The president is elected for four-year terms and can run for re-election once. He is the head of the
executive and responsible for appointing the Council of Ministers (with 22 members) who are
subsequently confirmed by the parliament. The president’s main influence is over the social,
cultural and economic policies of the country, whereas his influence is limited in the spheres of
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foreign and security policy. This also means that the foreign policy of the president and the supreme
leader respectively is not always consistent.
Parliament Consists of 290 members who are elected by popular vote for four-year terms.
Introduces and passes laws that are consequently subject to approval by the Guardians Council. The
parliament elected in the spring of 2000 has been dominated by reformist and moderate political
factions. This has created tensions since most pro-reform bills passed by the parliament have been
rejected by the Guardians Council.
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